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Family Constellations
What makes humans human? How and when did we become what we are today? How did our ancestors live? These questions are
of great interest to a lot of people. The scientists at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology use different methods
to investigate them systematically. One of these methods involves extracting DNA from human fossils. Using a new procedure,
Svante Pääbo and his team can isolate and sequence ancient genetic material from just a few grams of bone powder, allowing
them to compare the genomes of different prehistoric humans with one another and with people living today.
However, the first challenge consists in finding usable remains of prehistoric humans: bones normally decay in less than one
hundred years; only under very special conditions are they able to survive for millennia. Important discovery sites include caves,
such as the Tianyuan Cave near Beijing, shown here. Discovered accidentally by workers in 2001, the cave was examined archaeologically by a research team from the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The excavations yielded human fossils that are around 40,000
years old, making them among the oldest remains of anatomically modern man found outside of Africa.
Genetic analysis revealed that the early modern human from the Tianyuan Cave and the ancestors of many present-day Asians
and Native Americans share a common origin. On the other hand, their ancestral line had already diverged from that of the
predecessors of present-day Europeans. Moreover, the DNA is not the only material that brought interesting facts to light:
chemical analysis of the bone collagen from a lower jaw reveals that the Tianyuan people regularly ate freshwater fish. In other
words, fish was on the menu long before the time indicated by archaeological finds of fishing implements.
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If the electronics in a car or a plane don’t process commands exactly when
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For people who suffer from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and can no longer
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the fore – ideas that are in large measure derived from basic research.
Biotechnology, computer technology
and nanotechnology are all aspects of that
part of high-tech that feeds on the application of new knowledge. Google, Amazon and
Apple are prime examples of how to make
capital out of new thinking. Nevertheless,
the road to application is often tortuous and
stony – and very costly. A willingness to take
risks is called for, a trait for which Germans
are not typically known. At Max Planck, we

Leading-edge
technology is of
secondary significance
in this country
see this reflected in figures: around half of
our licenses go abroad – and far more interestingly, that is where 80 percent of our revenues come from. Evidently, ideas that yield
a profit are more likely to be implemented
abroad, particularly in the USA.
One example is the development of the
cancer drug Sutent, first by an American
startup and subsequently by the Pfizer pharmaceuticals group: its mode of action was
discovered in the laboratory headed by Axel
Ullrich at the Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry. Consider also the RNAi technology licensed by the US firm Alnylam. It won
the 2006 Nobel Prize for Physiology and
Medicine and was first applied to mammals
at the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical
Chemistry. Our work provided the very ba-

Photo: Axel Griesch

Only continuous innovation can safeguard
growth and employment in highly developed and comparatively expensive business
centers. This, in turn, calls for research-intensive industries and knowledge-intensive
services. According to the latest report by
the German Commission of Experts for Research and Innovation (EFI), the frontrunner
in developing a knowledge-based economy
of this kind is the USA, where it accounts for
38 percent of value creation. Following close
behind are the United Kingdom and Sweden, each at 37 percent, Denmark with 36
percent and Switzerland with 35 percent.
The figure for Germany is 34.5 percent.
Germany maintains its position as a
knowledge-based economy thanks primarily to the continuing strength of its industry. R&D-intensive industries in Germany
account for 10.6 percent of value creation,
significantly more than in the US, the UK,
France and the Scandinavian countries.
The German economy remains particularly
strong in medium-high technology. However, the high-tech sector is of secondary
significance in this country, accounting for
just 2.5 percent of value creation, in stark
contrast, for example, to Korea (7.3 percent), Switzerland (5.4 percent) and Sweden (3.7 percent).
We are particularly good at improving
existing products. The process of deriving
new products from explicit or latent customer needs is described as “market pull”.
Not infrequently, the ideas are brainstormed
by marketing strategists on the basis of the
possibilities available to them. This constitutes a refinement of that which already exists. However, what we need is “technology
push” – something radically new. In this process, new and revolutionary ideas come to

PETER GRUSS

sis for the application of this technology in
medicine. Alnylam is now valued at around
four billion US dollars.
The development of high-tech innovations makes new demands on innovation
management. Most young startup companies are typically short on resources and under huge time pressure to achieve success.
In this respect, the climate in the US is far
more favorable. It’s not only that the volume
of risk capital is many times greater than in
Germany – in the field of biotechnology in
2012, there were some 4.5 billion US dollars
in venture capital available in the US, compared with 227 million euros in Germany. In
contrast to the situation in Germany, it is
also much easier in the US to find managers
and entrepreneurs who are willing to help a
startup succeed. Without sound management, even very good ideas can be doomed
to failure.
The EFI experts are right to demand
greater efforts by Germany’s research and
innovation policymakers to substantially
improve the climate for leading-edge technology in Germany, specifically in terms of
promoting entrepreneurship, financing innovation and growth, and providing tax incentives for R&D.
We must also broaden our means of developing research findings that are not yet
ripe for application so that they may find
their way into new products. While the potential for application remains unclear, neither companies nor venture capital investors are willing to finance the initial stages
of development. Nor are practitioners of basic research in a position to investigate the
extent to which their findings may lead to
new products and processes. In medical research in particular, it is impossible for us

to fund the long chain that leads from a potential agent to a licensed drug. This structural gap in the innovation chain weakens
the German economy.
With the aid of our technology transfer
subsidiary Max Planck Innovation, we have
developed a concept by which to smooth

The structural gap
in the innovation
chain weakens
the German economy
the path from scientific discovery to product or prototype – irrespective of whether
the discovery was made at a university or
non-university research institution. Some
years ago, we initiated two incubators, the
Lead Discovery Center (LDC) in Dortmund
and the Life Science Incubator (LSI) in Bonn,
in order to develop selected findings in the
life sciences and bring them closer to market maturity.
And the concept is bearing fruit. The
LDC has succeeded in licensing an agent to
Bayer, which is now being tested in clinical
phase I trials on patients with advanced
cancer, and which promises to yield milestone payments in the tens of millions. Another lead substance has been licensed to a
company in South Korea. Meanwhile, the
LSI in Bonn has successfully spun off one
promising enterprise, with good prospects
for a second.
Since 2013 there has been an offshoot in
Dresden, funded by the federal government

and the Free State of Saxony, scientific organizations and private investors. In addition, an IT incubator has been launched in
Saarbrücken, which is intended to take up
promising technologies developed at the
Saarland university research institutions
and Max Planck institutes. In Göttingen, a
photonics incubator has been established
where projects in the field of photonics (laser technology and microscopy, for example) will be developed technologically and
provided with organizational support until
they can ultimately be commercialized by
spinoff companies.
Pre-seed support of this kind in the early stages of the germination of ideas increases the comfort level of those looking
to invest in spinoffs. We hope that these examples will set a trend, because substantially more projects with overall funding requirements of between 200 and 300 million
euros per year could make the transition to
industry if there were more (public) finance
available in Germany for validation research. As and when the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research program to “validate the innovation potential of scientific
research (VIP)” is renewed, it is essential
that it be endowed with greater funding.
Beyond that, one might also wish companies in Germany to become more open to
the findings of basic research. These are the
real “raw materials” that must be exploited
in our country!

Peter Grus
ss,,
Gruss,
President off the
h Max Planck Society
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New Max Planck Center in London

Why do some people become depressed when under stress, while others don’t? Why are some elderly people mentally active,
while others suffer a marked decline in their cognitive faculties? The Max Planck UCL Centre for Computational Psychiatry and
Ageing Research hopes to find the answers.

On April 1, 2014, the Royal Society in
London hosted a ceremony to mark the
opening of the new Max Planck UCL
Centre for Computational Psychiatry
and Ageing Research. Four research institutions are participating in the new
center: the Gatsby Computational Neuroscience Unit (Peter Dayan), the Max
Planck Institute for Human Development (Ulman Lindenberger), the Max

Planck Institute for Human Cognitive
and Brain Sciences (Arno Villringer) and
the Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging (Ray Dolan). The main goal of the
newly established Max Planck Center is
to study the causes of mental illnesses
and the disparities in mental development in adulthood, with computer
models of neuronal activity serving as a
central theoretical tool. In addition to

the President and Chancellor of University College London, Michael Arthur,
and the President of the Max Planck Society, Peter Gruss, speakers at the opening ceremony also included David Willetts, Britain’s Minister of State for Universities and Science, and Nobel laureate
Eric Kandel, a neuroscientist and Director at the Kavli Institute for Brain Science at Columbia University, New York.

Software Creates 3-D Avatars
Body Labs develops world-leading technology to support fully automated creation
This technology is the result of almost ten years of intensive research at Brown University and the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems in Tübingen. It provides a simple means of creating
highly accurate, realistic avatars that are able to imitate the entire
spectrum of human movement sequences. The new possibilities
now available have potential applications in areas such as clothing
and product design, 3-D printing of special equipment and clothing,
games, movie animation and online clothing sales. To create an av-

8
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atar, customers can either upload a body scan to the online BodyHub app, or enter specific measurements. BodyHub also offers additional functions for 3-D clones, including the facility to alter size
and posture, and animation. Fashion designers can load such avatars across to their computer-assisted CAD software. The virtual figures can then be clothed and animated, enabling the designer to
see how his or her designs are suited to various body types, and how
the garments morph and change in response to body movements.

Photomontage: MPI of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics/iStockphoto

Topics at the facility will include research into the causes of mental illnesses

PERSPECTIVES

Women in Research

Photo: Private collection, Denise Vernillo, MPI for Developmental Biology – Jörg Abendroth (top left to right), MPS, Christina Beck (bottom)

Max Planck Society’s Minerva Program to be expanded

Increasing the number of women in senior positions is an issue that exercises
not just industry, but science too. The
figures remain sobering: the proportion
of women at W3 level at the Max Planck
Society is just 11.2 percent. In other
words, the 254 male Directors have just
32 female counterparts. The picture admittedly looks much better at the W2
level – where the Max Planck Society has
for years been way ahead of other nonuniversity research institutions and universities. However, the positive development from 2005 through 2010 is stagnating and the proportion of women at
this level has stabilized at just under 28
percent. In a self-imposed commitment,
the Max Planck Society has set itself the
goal of increasing the proportion of female scientists at levels W2 and W3 on
the career ladder by 5 percentage points
each within the 5-year period ending
2017. At the important W2 level, we are
still lagging behind our target. The most

Successful careers in science: Kirsten Endres, Yvonne Groemping and Sandra Kortner (from left),
Research Group Leaders under the W2 Minerva Program.

important instrument in our equal opportunities toolkit, the Minerva W2
Program, will therefore once again be
substantially expanded with the investment of a further 20 million euros
from 2014 through 2018. The inten-

tion is not only to increase the number of Minerva Groups from the current 33 to a total of 44 by the end of
2015, but also to extend the duration
of funding, with the potential for two
extensions of two years each.

Touring Success – from East to West
“Images of Science” in demand abroad
It’s been a part of the Max Planck cosmos for some time now:
Every year, numerous scientists from the Max Planck institutes participate in the competition for the best images from
research. However, only the most spectacular images are selected for the exhibition, which has also enjoyed consider-

able success abroad in the past few years. “Images of Science”
has been on the road in Russia since 2012, where they have
already visited nine cities, and the itinerary includes at least
three more stops – including Vladivostok in the “Far East.”
A US edition of the images will be on display in the German
Center for Research and Innovation in New York in June,
and a cooperative exhibition project with the Patricia and
Phillip Frost Museum of Science in Miami will be launched
in the fall. The museum will incorporate the Max Planck exhibition in its portfolio of travelling exhibitions, enabling
the lending of the presentation to museums and science centers all over North America. Also in June, another travelling
exhibition will begin in Ukraine, this time in cooperation
with the German embassy and financed by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. The images made a very special appearance in fall 2013 in Oviedo, Spain: as part of the
festivities surrounding the conferral of the Prince of Asturias
Awards, they were exhibited for the first time as art in a public setting (photo left).
www.images.mpg.de
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“ The first unequivocal indication for
the inflation of the universe”
Interview with Max Planck Director Karsten Danzmann on the indirect observation
of primordial gravitational waves

Are there no other observed indications for
the inflation model?
As a matter of fact, there are only indirect
indications. Inflation was invented to provide this very explanation for the uniformity and flatness of the universe, which, of
course, it does. Because it doesn’t matter
what direction we look in, by and large, the
universe always looks the same. Moreover,
it seems that space doesn’t display any curvature – as if inflation has smoothed it.
And finally, inflation explains the presence
of galaxy clusters, which emerged from
density fluctuations. These, in turn, were
caused by quantum fluctuations, which inflation abruptly increased to cosmic scales.
Karsten Danzmann

It is very rare that a discovery excites media and scientists alike. This was the case
with the Bicep2 experiment: the antenna
is installed 2,800 meters above sea level at
the South Pole and receives microwave radiation that originates from the very birth
of the universe. Researchers have found
something like the fingerprints of gravitational waves in this cosmic baby photo.
They seem to confirm the inflation theory,
which states that the universe inflated
abruptly immediately after the Big Bang
13.8 billion years ago, by around 30 powers
of 10. Thus the name of the model, “inflation”, from the Latin inflatio. The MaxPlanckResearch editorial team discussed
the latest results with Karsten Danzmann,
Director at the Max Planck Institute for
Gravitational Physics in Hanover.
Mr. Danzmann, on a scale from 0 to 10,
how do you assess the value of your
American colleagues’ discovery?

10
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The universe was opaque immediately after it
came into being, because the dense primordial
soup meant the photons were continually
colliding with other particles and didn’t get
through. The radiation was able to set off on
its travels only when the fog lifted, some
400,000 years later. So everything we record
today with our instruments originates from
this later era. However, the gravitational
waves observed were generated as early as
the inflation period ....
Indeed, the inflation took place long before
the time when the universe became transparent. It is thus quite remarkable that a
signature of the inflation was nevertheless
found in the microwave background. This
signature has apparently somehow survived the initial 400,000 years of the universe – stored in the primordial gravitational waves.
The Bicep2 researchers observed the
gravitational waves indirectly. This
phenomenon was predicted 100 years ago by
Albert Einstein – has no one seen it yet?
Gravitational waves are always generated
when masses move. They speed away with

the velocity of light, causing space to compress and stretch. Direct detection is difficult and hasn’t yet been successful. But our
colleagues Russell Hulse and Joseph Taylor
were awarded the Nobel Prize for their indirect detection in 1993. They were able
to prove that the binary pulsar system
PSR1913+16, which consists of two stars orbiting each other very rapidly, loses exactly as much energy as is expected through
the emission of gravitational waves.
Does this mean that the new Bicep2 data
isn’t really anything special?
Of course it is! Because these measurements go one step further. They make it
clear that not only does the emission of
gravitational waves take place as the theory of general relativity predicts, but also
that the interaction with matter happens
precisely as the theory assumes: the impression that the gravitational waves
stamped into the cosmic microwave background radiation 13.8 billion years ago looks
exactly as has been assumed.
What exactly does that mean?
The measurements record polarization – a
quantity that indicates the degree to which
waves oscillate in the same direction. Now
the patterns observed in the polarization
appear to be essentially turbulent. They
must therefore have been caused by wave
movements that caused space-time to
tremble. And really, the only waves that
could have done this are gravitational
waves. Incidentally, this makes us very
confident that any traces that the gravitational waves might leave behind in our detectors today will also follow the predictions of the theory of relativity.
Would you have any chance of detecting
primordial gravitational waves with your
GEO600 detector?
That depends very much on what exactly
happened back in the early universe. Directly, the Bicep2 data tells us only something about how strong primordial gravi-

Photo: Norbert Michalke

Karsten Danzmann: Definitely a 10! This
is the first unequivocal experimental indication for an inflationary expansion immediately after the Big Bang.

PERSPECTIVES

tational waves are at extremely low frequencies of 10-16 hertz. If the standard
model of inflation describes everything
correctly, then waves from the Big Bang
will be too weak for the current generation of detectors on Earth. And even the
planned LISA satellites stationed in space
wouldn’t be able to detect them. But the
birth of the universe was probably much
more complicated than that. There are
thus a large number of possible processes that all generate much stronger signals at the higher frequencies for detectors on Earth and in space.
When do you expect the first direct proof
of gravitational waves?
The first generation of ground-based
Ligo and Virgo detectors are currently
being modified to achieve a significantly higher sensitivity. Only our GEO600
installation in Ruthe near Hanover is
still on the lookout for occasional events
in our neighborhood. When the detectors on Earth have reached their design
sensitivity in around 2019, it would be
very surprising if we didn’t detect quite
a few events within a very short time.

In Search of Earth’s Twin
Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research establishes
data center for the European mission PLATO
How widespread are planets like the Earth in our galaxy? Do these celestial bodies offer the conditions for life to evolve? PLATO (PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars) will make a decisive contribution to answering these questions. The
European Space Agency ESA has now officially given the go-ahead for the mission, due to launch into space in 2024. The probe will spend six years searching
a million stars for their planets. The object is to precisely define the characteristics of 85,000 of these systems. Germany is taking a lead role in close collaboration with its European partners: the Institute of Planetary Research at the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) is heading the
overall mission, while the Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research in Göttingen will oversee the evaluation of data.
“PLATO will discover planets like Earth
that offer the necessary preconditions for
life,” says Laurent Gizon, Director at the
MPI in Göttingen. To help it do so, the
probe is equipped with 34 telescopes.

Interview: Helmut Hornung

Space scout: This is what the PLATO observatory could look like. This image shows a design
proposed by Thales Alenia Space.

On the Net

Photo: ESA

Dancing Institute
Pharrell Williams’s feel-good song “Happy” has taken the music charts by
storm, as well as inspiring numerous imitators on the Web. One great version
was recorded by the Max Planck Institute for Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics in Dresden. Almost the entire institute staff of 400 joined in the dancing, including the Directors. In its first two weeks, the video notched up over
10,000 views on YouTube, as well as 160 Likes and positive comments such as:
“Science is fun here!” “You’re happy when ... you work at a Max Planck institute!”
www.youtube.com/user/mpicbg/happy
Answers about Language
What causes dyslexia? Is there such a thing as a universal body language?
Why can’t apes speak? These are the kinds of questions about language that
scientists at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen are
answering. Over 60 answers have already been published on the website and
more are being added regularly. Anyone who is not a language researcher in
their own right can ask a question by e-mail. It will then be answered as
quickly as possible – in simple, understandable, but detailed terms – by experts at the institute.
www.mpi.nl/q-a/questions-and-answers

A Snapshot of the Oceans
The Ocean Sampling Day (OSD) will take place
on the longest day in the northern hemisphere in 2014, during the summer solstice on
June 21. On this day, up to 160 science teams
all around the world will take water samples
from the ocean in order to identify the microbes in it. The outcome of this global effort
will be nothing less than the biggest data set
in marine research that has ever been taken
on one single day. Become a citizen scientist
and get out on a field trip by yourself or with
family and friends, and collect environmental
data. You can help scientists unravel the mysteries of the marine microbial world with a
few simple steps, which are described in an
online tutorial, and enter the measured data
in the OSD app. It is now available for Android
and iOS smartphones.
www.microb3.eu/myosd
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The Digital

Apprentice
Two years ago, countless stories appeared in the media about a computer winning Jeopardy,
a tricky quiz show on American television. This raises a number of questions: What can
computers know? How do they use this knowledge for language comprehension and for
dialog with human beings? And what can be done when machines collect facts about
users that aren’t in the users’ best interests?

D

o computers have the potential to be the
intellectual equal of humans, or even to
be superior to them? Scientists engaged in
research in informatics and its sub-discipline, artificial intelligence, have been
seeking an answer to this question ever since Alan
Turing proposed a test more than fifty years ago: Can
a computer that is communicating with a human
partner via a text interface behave in such a way that

Human knowledge is almost
completely digitized
and systematically organized.
the person, even after some considerable time, would
be unable to tell whether they are communicating
with a human being or a machine?
Today, human knowledge – in books, essays, news
reports and other texts – is almost completely digitized and systematically organized. The most famous
example of a digital knowledge corpus is the online

12
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encyclopedia Wikipedia. But computers are initially
unable to understand Wikipedia because the texts are
written for people.
All that has changed in recent years. Extensive,
machine-readable knowledge bases, such as Google’s
Knowledge Graph, enable computers to comprehend
texts in a way that goes beyond mere identification
of the words in a query, for instance. Computer algorithms create semantic relations between the terms
and, in doing so, enable a semantic search. They can
even then correctly answer questions containing
ambiguous terms. And their understanding of semantics means that computers can also understand
the meaning of texts written for people, like the articles in Wikipedia.
The knowledge bases that facilitate this deeper understanding of language were produced largely automatically, and are constantly being updated and expanded. The Knowledge Graph knows more than
twenty million people, places, movies, pharmaceuticals, sports events, and much more besides, along
with more than a billion facts about these entities and
how they relate to one another. Google uses this formidable knowledge to better understand search queries, to improve its search result rankings, to provide
better recommendations for users of YouTube and

Photo: Ikon Images/F1 Online

TEXT GERHARD WEIKUM
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other web portals, and to make intelligent suggestions
of restaurants, concerts and other places to go.
Three projects in particular have developed the
methods for automatically constructing such comprehensive knowledge bases. These are DBpedia at the
Freie Universität Berlin and the University of Leipzig;
Freebase, which was bought by Google and now
forms the heart of the Knowledge Graph; and Yago,
which we at the Max Planck Institute for Informatics
have been developing since 2005.
An important first dimension of digital knowledge
consists in collecting so-called entities, naming them
unambiguously and assigning them to semantic classes, such as people, places, organizations or events. It
is primarily Yago that does this on a grand scale by employing smart algorithms to link category names from
Wikipedia with the manually created thesaurus WordNet. The resulting knowledge base contains almost 10
million entities and more than 300,000 fine-grained
and hierarchically organized classes, such as politicians, musicians, bass players, rock ballads, heavy metal songs, benefit concerts and open-air operas.
The second dimension of a knowledge base comprises facts about entities. These include not only
such attributes as the height of a soccer goalkeeper
and the number of international matches he has

Language is often ambiguous.
Names and phrases can be
interpreted in different ways.
played in, but also relations between entities, such as
the goalkeeper’s birthplace, the teams he has played
for, his wife’s name, a country’s capital or the board
members of a certain company.
Finally, the third dimension is made up of rules
that express general relations – regardless of specific
entities. These include rules like the fact that each
person has precisely one birthplace and that a country’s capital city must be located in that country.

14
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However, rules like these can entail uncertainties –
they don’t necessarily apply 100 percent of the time.
A person is likely to live in the same town as their
spouse, or in the town where they work.
Machines need general knowledge of this kind in
order to logically link several facts together. If you
don’t have any point of reference, for instance, for
where Angela Merkel lives, but you do know that her
husband works at Humboldt University in Berlin, the
computer is able to conclude that Germany’s Chancellor lives in Berlin.
Language is often ambiguous. This may be due to
sentence structure, but much more frequently it is
because names and phrases can be interpreted in different ways. Consider the following sentence: “Page
played Kashmir on his Gibson.” Is this about Larry
Page, the founder of Google, meeting actor and director Mel Gibson on the edge of the Himalayas?
That obviously makes no sense! People can see that
immediately on the basis of their empirical knowledge; a machine, however, must analyze the sentence
systematically and algorithmically. In fact, what we
have here is a statement about Led Zeppelin guitarist Jimmy Page playing the song Kashmir on a Gibson Les Paul guitar.
In order to really understand a sentence, the machine also has to recognize and semantically interpret the relations between the entities involved. The
verb “play”, for instance, can relate to games, sports,
music, tricks and much more besides. The probability of “play” being used in the sense of MusicianPerformsSong is actually very high if the ambiguous
names “Page” and “Kashmir” denote a musician and
a piece of music.
By the same token, a sentence employing “play”
in the above-mentioned context of MusicianPerformsSong is highly likely to mention a musician and a
song. These mutual dependencies in the interpretation of verb and noun phrases are resolved with the
help of optimization algorithms.
Digital knowledge combined with ample statistics
and clever algorithms therefore gives machines an astonishingly strong language comprehension ability.
And of course this doesn’t stop at single sentences in
statement form, but also encompasses questions, en-
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tire paragraphs, lengthy essays and scientific publications, as well as man-machine dialogue.
A difficult example of a sentence in question
form is: “Who did scores for westerns?” Here, the
analysis must work out that “scores” relates to movie soundtracks, that “westerns” refers to western
movies, and that the slang formulation “did” should
be interpreted as denoting the ComposedMusic relation. With this linguistic understanding, the computer can supply an answer straight out of its knowledge base – perhaps Ennio Morricone, who wrote
the soundtrack to the movie Once Upon a Time in
the West.
A computer’s knowledge and language processing
capabilities are still subject to immense limitations.
Frequently, it all hinges on the abundance of the underlying statistics or the extent of training in learning techniques. And then there are languages like
Mandarin, which are very difficult to parse and display a much more complex degree of ambiguity than
is present in English or German. In some languages,
such as Bambara and Urdu, there is no sizable corpus
of digital texts and thus no comprehensive statistics
are available.
However, taking the advances of the past decade
and extrapolating them, we may possibly be able to
expect the kind of performance that could come very
close to passing the above-mentioned Turing test,
perhaps as early as 2020. We could give the computer a school biology textbook “to read” – and the machine would then be able to answer questions at the
level of an oral school-leaving exam. Or imagine a
game in which several online users prepare meals
with a virtual version of British chef Jamie Oliver. In
order for Jamie to be able to react to the mistakes his
apprentices make while preparing tiramisu, the computer must analyze their conversations and gestures,
their facial expressions and visual impressions, and
combine them with its culinary knowledge.
Thirty years ago, the field of artificial intelligence conducted a now-derided attempt to implement automatic expert systems for medical diagnosis. Though the endeavor failed at the time, it is
now coming within reach in varied form. Imagine
a doctor meeting with a patient to discuss the pa-

tient’s symptoms and the results of their first lab
tests. The computer listens in, adopting the role of
advisory assistant.
With its encyclopedic knowledge of the subject
at hand, the digital assistant can supply crucial
hints as to potential diagnoses that can be ruled
out, or recommend additional tests that can specifically discriminate various hypotheses. The com-

We may potentially fall prey to
user tracking, advertising and other
effects we didn’t necessarily ask for.
puter can also join in the conversation and address
questions to the doctor or the patient. In this future
scenario, the machine plays a very significant role,
but leaves the decisions and the responsibility to
the human expert.
Digital knowledge and intelligent language comprehension don’t stop at news, celebrities and general knowledge. They are also methodological building
blocks that can be employed to collect knowledge
about all of us and our likes and preferences, which
can be used to make intelligent recommendations
and facilitate man-machine interaction. The sources
from which this is drawn are our many and varied interactions with the Internet – be it through our membership in social networks or through our smartphone and everything we do with it.
This can potentially cause us to fall prey to user
tracking, advertising and other effects we didn’t necessarily ask for. In year one after the NSA scandal,
it’s obvious how much the privacy of every one of
us can be affected by that. Digital background knowledge plays a key role, as the following fictional scenario illustrates.
Zoe, a young woman from Namibia who is studying in Europe, posts photos and other material on her
page in a social network. She also recommends to her
friends there movies and music, including the indie
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The Privacy Advisor has very
personal knowledge about Zoe.
tions, such as Levothroid, but also to search for movies about Apartheid or information about her favorite singer, Nive Nielsen. The search engines recognize
Zoe only as an anonymous user, but an Internet observer from the tracking and targeting industry can
collect her search and click history over an extended
period of time.
This may look like a harmless scenario, but there’s
a great deal more to it. An algorithm with background
knowledge could make connections between Zoe’s
three identities in the digital world. The attacker
could use a knowledge base to work out that Synthroid and Levothroid are drugs to treat the same
condition, namely an underactive thyroid. With the
help of other hints, it could then conclude that the
person in the health forum and in the search history is one and the same.
Moreover, there is an extremely low statistical
probability of two different young women from Africa being interested in the same Greenlandic singer
and other non-mainstream topics. The attacker can
thus link the search history with Zoe’s identity in the
social network. And so it follows that Zoe must be the
same person who discussed her thyroid problems in
the health forum. This opens the door to unwanted
junk mail, possible issues with her health insurance,
and other consequences that may turn out to be more
than merely unpleasant.
What we outlined here is an automated attack on
Zoe’s privacy. It thrives on precisely the same knowl-
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edge and language technology on the part of computers that we previously viewed as a help and a
blessing for mankind. Counteracting it systematically and permanently could itself be based on digital
knowledge and language technology: a personal software tool called Privacy Advisor. Such a tool would
continuously observe what Zoe does on the Internet,
would be aware of the activities she engages in and
the things she likes. And it would permanently analyze the risk inherent in the extent to which Zoe reveals critical things about herself that a powerful attacker could exploit. If and when the tool raises an
alarm, it would need to explain the situation to Zoe
and suggest what she should do instead to mitigate
the risk.
The Privacy Advisor is a concept that is, in fact,
based to a large extent on machine knowledge and
language comprehension. But it has an advantage
over potential attackers: not only does it have world
knowledge and general knowledge, it also has very
personal knowledge about Zoe. For the tool to be
trusted by Zoe, it needs to be designed as open-source
software and to have been verified by many different
programmers. It draws its effectiveness from being
configured around Zoe herself, and from the personal knowledge base it references.
Michael Backes (Saarland University), Peter Druschel and Rupak Majumdar (Max Planck Institute for
Software Systems) and the author are working on realizing this vision within the imPACT project, which
is funded by an ERC Synergy Grant. The project aims
to achieve a scientific understanding of all relevant
dimensions of the social marketplace the Internet has
become, along with its potential tensions: besides privacy itself, user accountability, service compliance
and trust in information and knowledge are fundamental pillars of a future Internet.
This article illustrates the extent to which a computer is capable of acquiring knowledge and language
– intellectual skills that seem to be reserved for humans. We have seen that today’s machines automatically collect and organize digital knowledge on a
large scale and use it for an ever-improving linguistic
understanding. The following hypotheses are presented in the interest of stimulating further contemplation and discussion:
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rock singer Nive Nielsen from Greenland. Zoe is
known in the network by her real name and her brief
public profile.
Zoe has thyroid problems, takes the drug Synthroid and suffers from side effects. She finds an online forum on health matters, joins under a pseudonym and participates in discussions. Lastly, Zoe also
uses search engines to research alternative medica-

VIEWPOINT_Data Analysis

Machines will be vastly superior to man in many application scenarios in the not-too-distant future, such
as in answering knowledge-intensive questions or in
automatically abstracting long texts or entire corpora and preparing them for analysis. Machines will
also be capable of passing high school level exams.
As such, machines will come very close to passing the
Turing test. One could consider this the simulation
of intelligent behavior on the basis of knowledge, statistics and algorithms. When it comes to the effect
elicited in applications, it is irrelevant whether the
intelligence we’re dealing with is “artificial” or “real.”
In situations that call for intuition and cognitive
flexibility, machines will never really be superior to
people, but they may prove to be indispensable assistants. One example of such a situation would be in
helping with medical diagnoses. Here, a computer
could function as an almost full-fledged participant
in the discussion for both doctor and patient. But
there will always be situations where a machine is unable to imitate us: humor, irony, flirting and other
emotions will surely remain the domain of humans
for some considerable time to come.
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We can teach computers to warn
us if we are revealing too much of
ourselves on the Internet.
Given that computers are increasingly analyzing the
meaning of texts in social media and making connections between words and phrases, a whole raft of
new applications is opening up to them – but these
aren’t always in the best interests of users: one of the
things that semantic understanding does is enable
machines to analyze us humans more comprehensively. However, we don’t need to sit back and take
it: ultimately, we can teach computers to use their
knowledge of semantics and relations to warn us if
we are giving away too much information on the Internet that algorithms could link to create detailed
personality profiles.
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The Data Cloak
Data is the raw material of the modern information society. All too often, however, companies
that require comprehensive data analyses risk breaching data protection guidelines.
Paul Francis, Director at the Max Planck Institute for Software Systems in Kaiserslautern,
seeks to strike a balance between these conflicting interests. His company, Aircloak, plays
an important role in this endeavor.

TEXT CHRISTIAN J. MEIER
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tracing the “paths” Internet users take
when they are online. This data is then
sold to other companies, which in turn
use the information, for example, to
optimize their advertising strategy.
Back at my desk, I could soon see
what Francis was talking about: Ghostery
detected six “trackers” after I clicked on
an online article from a news magazine.
After visiting a few more websites, such
as an online flight comparison portal
and Facebook, I could now identify
about twenty different trackers.

THE FALSE PROMISE OF USER
ANONYMITY
The trackers provide the data collectors
with information about who visits
which website. While the user is identified by means of a number, that number
never changes, meaning that it’s possible to track which websites the user who
was assigned the number X has been visiting. “The companies create a dataset
for each visit,” explains Francis. Put together, these datasets form a database
that allows analysts to study the browsing habits of user X. This information
can then be used to display targeted online advertising that most closely matches X’s personal interests.

“It’s unbelievable,” says the computer
scientist from the US, shaking his head
before going on to explain how targeted advertising works. “Let’s assume
you’re visiting a website that has space
for advertising, and several companies
want you to see their ads,” he says. “All
of these companies then make Google
an offer. The highest bidder wins.”
You may wonder where the problem
is. After all, the data is anonymized.
Nobody knows that, say, Paul Francis
or Christian J. Meier visited this or that
particular website. It’s house number
one or house number two. The user’s
privacy remains intact.
But it isn’t that simple, Francis
points out. He calls it the false promise
of user anonymity, namely the belief
that once the data is anonymized, nobody can find out anything about a
particular individual.
Adding to the controversy is the fact
that, apart from the companies that
know the browsing habits of person X,
Gaps in the privacy sphere: By cleverly
combining data obtained from different
sources, it becomes possible to create a
comprehensive personal profile of an
individual, such as the one shown in our
made-up example. This is precisely what the
researchers at the Max Planck Institute for
Software Systems seek to prevent.
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T

aking a behind-the-scenes
look at the Internet is a real
eye-opener. A free program
called Ghostery shows me
who is tracking my online
browsing behavior. Paul Francis at the
Max Planck Institute for Software Systems in Kaiserslautern recommended it
to me while we were sitting in a café
close to the institute a few days earlier.
In his plaid shirt and his faded Tshirt depicting the iconic little traffic
light man from Eastern Germany, Francis looks like an aging computer kid
from Silicon Valley. It therefore comes
as no surprise that the scientist not
only conducts research, but also runs a
start-up in Kaiserslautern. Both his research and his company are dedicated
to more effectively protecting the privacy of Internet users.
Paul Francis considers his start-up,
named Aircloak, to be a research tool.
He sees his company’s commercial success as an instrument to gauge the progress of his research. What Francis is doing with his start-up company is similar
to going on an expedition into the real
world of the Internet. And that world
is a jungle where hundreds of companies are busy collecting data on web users. These service providers specialize in
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CLOAK
The process of anonymizing data: The cloak guarantees that analysts can’t filter out individuals from
data sets. Beneath the impenetrable cloak that protects the information, user data from one or
more sources is managed. Before the data reaches the cloak, the data source receives a certified
confirmation verifying that the information will be sent to the actual cloak, and not to another
location purporting to be the cloak. The analyst who made the query will then receive anonymized
answers that are composed underneath the cloak. During this process, Aircloak (the company that
operates the cloak) blocks any queries aimed at obtaining information about particular individuals.
The company’s auditors have exclusive control over who is granted access to the data and who isn’t.

there are other companies out there
that possess further information about
that same individual: the bank knows
their financial situation, the utility
company knows how much electricity
they consume, the credit card company has insight into X’s consumer behavior, and the mobile phone provider
knows where X has been and when.
“Companies often sell data pertaining
to their customers,” Francis explains.
He has heard of cases in the US in
which banks passed on anonymized
customer data to other organizations.
This means it is possible in principle for
a buyer to piece all of this information
together to obtain a comprehensive
picture of X. The user becomes transparent. “The data is collected for harmless purposes, but depending on who
buys that information, things can take
a very serious turn,” warns Francis.
Despite such scenarios, the computer scientist is no staunch data protection guerilla. He defends the concept of
analyzing anonymized user data as
such. He believes it can be very helpful,
and gives an example: “In the field of
medicine, fraud leads to financial losses worth billions of euros,” says Francis. Medical databases could be used to
expose fraud cases, for example by examining prescriptions. Are there any
doctors that write an above-average
number of prescriptions? Or are there
any that are perhaps prescribing medication they shouldn’t be prescribing?
Yet anonymization itself wouldn’t
help protect the privacy of the majority of doctors who have a clean record.
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“It’s difficult to cram all of the medical
data into one large database without
jeopardizing people’s privacy,” says
Francis. That is why this potential isn’t
being used.
Two spectacular cases that have
come to light in the past confirm what
Francis is talking about. They show that
even institutions you would believe to
be well-versed in matters of data protection can easily be outwitted.

COMBINED DATA IDENTIFIES
INDIVIDUALS
In the late 1990s, a government agency in the US state of Massachusetts that
was responsible for managing the
health insurance policies of government employees published data about
the policyholders in order to make it
available to researchers. The agency believed it was protecting the privacy of
the government employees by removing the name, social security number
and other “unique identifiers” of each
person listed in the data set. Even the
governor of Massachusetts at the time,
William Weld, assured the public that
this would protect the privacy of the
policyholders.
He hadn’t reckoned with Latanya
Sweeney, a bright computer science student. For the sum of twenty dollars, she
bought the electoral roll of Weld’s
hometown of Cambridge, near Boston.
The register contained the name, address, zip code, date of birth and gender of every single voter. This made it
easy for her to find the governor among

the list of insurance policyholders published by the agency: only six Cambridge citizens listed in the anonymized health insurance data shared the
same birthday, three of whom were
men, and only one of whom lived in
the same zip code – the governor himself. As a publicity stunt, Sweeney sent
the governor his file, including the
medical diagnoses and prescriptions it
contained.
Several years later, in 2006, the online services company AOL published
two million search requests placed by
650,000 users. Researchers rejoiced at
the opportunity to examine the Internet behavior of a large number of users
by analyzing such a huge amount of
data. AOL anonymized the data: the
company removed user names, IP addresses (which are allocated to each
computer), and other information that
would make it possible to directly identify individual users. However, every
single user was allocated a unique number to ensure that the data remained
valuable for the researchers.
This time, it was two journalists
from the N EW Y ORK T IMES who showed
AOL that this form of anonymization
didn’t adequately protect people’s privacy. The queries of user 4417749 contained clues as to her identity. After all,
there aren’t that many users who would
search for both a landscape gardener in
“Lilburn, GA” and a house for sale in
“Shadow Lake, Georgia”. The journalists identified this particular user as
Thelma Arnold. Arnold confirmed that
she had entered these search terms into
her web browser, including embarrassing queries such as “dog that urinates
on everything”.
The moral of the story: a cunning,
perhaps even malicious analyst could
piece together different pieces of information about a person. By using different data sets as filters, the analyst could
apply a method similar to a grid search
to identify individuals and create comprehensive profiles on each of them.
Paul Francis uses these examples to
emphasize the conflict of objectives
that exists with regard to how data is
managed: the more a set of data reveals
about an individual, the more interest-
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Mediating the data conflict: Paul Francis (right)
and Sebastian Probst Eide develop concepts to
provide companies with informative statistics
while at the same time preventing the misuse
of personal data.

ing it becomes for analysts. Advertising
experts, for example, are interested not
only in a person’s gender, but also in
numerous other questions: Does this
person live in a double-income-no-kids
household? Does he or she prefer a particular social scene? In which area does
he or she live?
Yet such precision has its price:
there is an increased risk of private data
leaking out. In order to keep a person’s
privacy safe, the data should reveal as
little as possible about that individual.
“But the higher the security level of a
person’s privacy, the less useful the data
becomes,” the researcher explains.
Paul Francis wants to fix the broken
promise of user anonymization while at
the same also making informative data
available to companies. However, he
concedes that “the problem can’t be
solved completely, only defused step by
step.” The battle being waged between
analysts and data privacy advocates is
similar to that between programmers
who develop computer viruses and
those who try to protect systems by coding anti-virus software. The latter are always one step behind. Just like programmers seeking to ward off viruses, data
protection groups must analyze their
opponents’ modus operandi to come up
with effective countermeasures.
In order to develop practical resources for balancing out the conflict of interests between data privacy and data use,
Paul Francis has adopted an approach
that is fundamentally different from the
solutions many IT experts propose.
To date, computer scientists have
analyzed the situation solely from the
point of view of information technology or information theory. “But that
way, you ignore many other aspects of
the problem, which has not just technical, but also legal, economic and psychological facets,” says Francis, criticizing the approach. “Hundreds of academic papers have been published, yet
hardly any of these solutions are being
implemented in practice,” he says. The

Putting data protection to the test: Felix Bauer
presents the Aircloak concept at the CeBIT
trade fair in Hanover. One of the aims the researchers at the Max Planck Institute are pursuing is to make this technology attractive for
companies wishing to use information about
their customers.
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Aircloak seeks to assuage its customers’
concerns by means of cloaked computing. Felix Bauer, researcher at the Max
Planck Institute for Software Systems
and co-founder of Aircloak, explains
how the invention works: “The data is
encrypted while still on the user’s
computer or mobile device,” says the
physicist. “Then it is sent to our central system.” This system, known as a
cloak, is shielded against the outside,
preventing any form of unauthorized
access. “The data can be decrypted and
analyzed only within the system,”
Bauer explains.
The cloak is more than the kind of
firewall companies or individuals use to
protect themselves against online attacks. “It’s sort of like a black box,” explains Francis. It doesn’t contain any
user names or passwords, and there is
no way to access it from outside. This
level of security is guaranteed by a chip,
similar to a trusted platform module
that is bound to a particular PC, protecting it against any type of outside attack. Manipulating the system is practically impossible: “Any changes we
make to the software must be authorized by a third party.”
When a company wants to know
something about its users, it requests
information from the cloak. Example:
How many of my users are female? The
cloak then processes the data accordingly and sends the anonymized data
back to the company.
Cloaked computing manages data in
a different way than conventional methods, explains Francis. Up until now, data
is already anonymized in most cases before being stored in the database of the
company that is analyzing the browsing

behavior or collecting other data. In the
case of Aircloak, however, the information sent to the database has already
been encrypted, but not yet anonymized. This is done to ensure that the
data retains the quality the customer
needs. And thanks to the cloak, it remains secure. The customer’s request for
information is answered using raw data,
meaning it contains the maximum level of information. The first element to
be anonymized and passed on to the
customer is the answer itself.
When the database isn’t operated
by the companies that are interested in
the data, and when it is protected by a
cloak, the likelihood of personal information falling into the wrong hands is
much lower than if the data were stored
in the companies’ own databases and
had already been anonymized. However, even cloaked computing can’t guarantee absolute security, due to the fact
that cunning analysts can find out information about individuals by cleverly combining data requests.

RANDOM FLUCTUATIONS ARE
ADDED TO THE ANSWERS
In order to thwart such attempts, Aircloak monitors the requests placed by
analysts and searches for any signs of
an attack. Let’s assume that a database
stores information about the income of
individuals, but responds to a request
by showing only the total income of a
whole group of users, or other statistics
based on income distribution.
A reputable analyst might make a
request like this: Show me the age distribution of users in a particular income
bracket. The result would be presented
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reason: industry won’t accept a solution that makes data analysis significantly more expensive or less precise.
Up until a few years ago, Francis,
too, tried patching the privacy leaks by
purely academic means. “Then I felt
that the technology had since become
sophisticated enough to create a startup,” he says. The company was designed to test the research findings. Aircloak has now been around for a year
and a half. In addition to Francis himself, the team consists of five young
computer specialists, all of whom have
experience in the field, for example
having worked for Google+ or battled
malware and hackers.
Aircloak’s objective is to create a privacy sphere without leaks, taking into
account all aspects relevant to data protection: technical, legal, economic and
psychological.
For that reason, Francis talks to both
data privacy experts and entrepreneurs.
As the research manager at two startups in Silicon Valley, he learned what
makes companies tick. Thus, he can understand, for example, the concerns of
a company that develops financial software for consumer PCs and mobile devices and wants to know why the software is hardly being used on mobile
devices. It therefore wants to collect
and evaluate user data. Yet due to the
sensitive nature of this data, which often contains a user’s current location,
financial situation and purchase history, the company is concerned about
technical and legal issues, as well as
about the public’s reaction to the intended analysis. As a result, the company decides not to pursue this line of
market research.
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as a diagram depicting the number of
users with a monthly income of, say,
4,000 euros in the age group from 20 to
30, 30 to 40, and so on.
An analyst with ulterior motives,
however, wants to find out how much
person X earns. Provided the attacker
can identify person X by means of their
zip code, date of birth and gender, they
would proceed by first requesting the
total income of all persons living in
that same zip code, apart from X. In order to determine the income of X, all
they need to do now is subtract one answer from the other.
In order to prevent such a breach of
data privacy, Aircloak and other companies that conduct such analyses add
a minor random fluctuation to the answer so that the difference between the
two overall incomes deviates significantly from the actual difference. As a
result, the attacker doesn’t obtain any
valuable information.
For the reputable analyst seeking information on the age distribution of a
particular income bracket, the answer
remains valuable despite the fact that
the answer to the question deviates
slightly from the actual figures. Even if
the data analysis comes up with 206 or
202 individuals in a particular age
group instead of 203, it is still clear
which age group is represented in an
income bracket.
An attacker could narrow down a
query to obtain information about particular individuals by adding further criteria. Francis’ team has devised a simple
method to impede such trickery. “There
is a bottom threshold,” the computer
scientist explains. A random fluctuation
is added to the answer, and if the result
falls below this threshold, the system
won’t provide an answer. Instead, it will
say: “Sorry, this value is too low,” for example. The system thus denies the inquirer the possibility of using the grid
search method, in which the data set is
narrowed down over and over.
“You could argue that the idea of introducing a bottom threshold for the
answers provided isn’t exactly original,”
the researcher admits. “That’s true. But

no one has analyzed this idea before
now. Even this simple idea is too complex to be analyzed using a theoretical
method. Of course our approach isn’t
the perfect solution to the problem, but
at least it’s a step in the right direction.”

SYSTEMS RESEARCH IS LIKE GOING
ON AN EXPLORATORY MISSION
Hackers, however, will try to find a
way around every obstacle put in their
path, and hatch new plans of attack.
“In order to eliminate the influence of
the artificially added random fluctuations, an analyst could, for example,
make the same query over and over
again. The resulting average would
then closely approximate the actual
value,” says Francis. Of course you
could prevent someone from repeatedly posing the same query.
Yet a query can simply be formulated in different ways. Instead of the zip
code, for example, the analyst could
use geographical coordinates. The two
queries would be identical. The researchers recently developed a method
to counter such attempts as well, but

aren’t making it public yet due to a
pending patent.
Despite the fact that the solutions
developed by Francis and his team are
designed to be implemented in real life,
their work also constitutes basic research in the field of information science. “This highly complex system that
we are dealing with requires a substantial amount of engineering know-how
and informal analysis.” Information
scientists call it systems research. “After
all, we also include economic, political
and sociological factors in our thought
processes so that the system will become even more complex than it used
to be,” says Francis.
Conducting systems research is essentially like embarking on a mission to
explore new territory. The team headed
by Paul Francis is like the crew of a ship,
sailing through rough waters full of hidden reefs. As soon as the sailors fix a leak
in the bow, the stern of the ship crashes
into another reef and they have to run
over to plug a new hole. But the researcher from Kaiserslautern clearly enjoys this race. He certainly won’t make
it easy for the attackers.

TO THE POINT
●

Certain companies specialize in analyzing the online browsing habits of Internet users. Other companies possess a wide range of other data on people. By combining
all of this information, it is possible to create comprehensive profiles of individuals,
sometimes even containing very personal data.

●

A seemingly endless battle is being waged between analysts on the one hand, who
seek to glean as much information as possible from data, and data privacy activists
on the other.

●

Based on the findings of the researchers at the Max Planck Institute, the start-up
company Aircloak aims to create a privacy sphere without leaks, taking into account the technical, legal, economic and psychological aspects of data protection.

GLOSSARY
Cloak: Hermetically seals off non-anonymized data and prevents unauthorized access from
outside.
Cloaked computing: The data “hidden” beneath the cloak remains non-anonymized and is
analyzed so that statistical queries can be answered using as much information content as
possible. The result is then anonymized and sent to the person who made the query.
Tracker: Software certain companies use to track the online browsing habits of Internet
users. Trackers register which websites were accessed on a particular computer.
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On Time – For Sure
When a computer takes forever to load a website, it may be annoying, but it is
nothing more serious than that. If, however, the electronics in a car or a plane don’t
process commands exactly when they are supposed to, the consequences can be
fatal. Björn Brandenburg and his team at the Max Planck Institute for Software
Systems in Kaiserslautern and Saarbrücken study how to construct real-time systems

TEXT ALEXANDER STIRN
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in such a way that it can be proven that they always react on time.

P

unctuality is undervalued – at
least in computer science. If
the airbag in a car is triggered
a few milliseconds too late
because its control unit is preoccupied with other tasks, the driver or
other occupants are at risk. If a cell
phone misses the instant in which it
has permission from its cell tower to
communicate, the data connection fails.
If a pilot wants to land a plane but his
commands don’t reach the engines or
landing flaps in time, this can have fatal consequences.
“The physical world doesn’t stop
just because a computer fails to keep
up,” explains Björn Brandenburg, head
of a junior research group at the Max
Planck Institute for Software Systems in

When fractions of seconds are crucial for survival: The airbag must be inflated before the driver’s
head hits the steering wheel. Its control unit must therefore trigger exactly when it is supposed to.

Kaiserslautern and Saarbrücken. The
computer scientist deals with “realtime systems,” as they are known – applications for which unpredictable delays aren’t an option.
The theoretical and practical implementation of such systems presents
computer science with major challenges: a program is typically deemed correct if it produces the correct output
for a given input. “For us, on the other
hand, a system is considered correct
only if it delivers the right output at the
right time,” says Brandenburg.
As head of the research group on real-time systems, the 30-year-old there-

fore studies how such systems can be
guaranteed to operate safely and reliably in an increasingly complex and
networked environment. While experiments and intuition still play an important role in practice, Brandenburg
relies on hard mathematics: “For safety-critical applications, we need analysis methods that are mathematically
sound and that accurately prove that a
system always operates as required,”
says the Max Planck researcher.
The demands on real-time systems
are thus fundamentally different than
everyday IT concerns: no mathematical
models are needed to determine wheth-
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Advocates for punctuality: Björn Brandenburg (right) and Alexander Wieder develop methods to prove that safety-critical
systems perform the job that they are expected to – on time, every time.

MORE THAN A HUNDRED
MICROCONTROLLERS IN A CAR
A modern luxury car contains more
than a hundred microcontrollers. These
control each and every system, from
the airbag to the engine control unit to
the radio. Most of these microcontrollers
perform several tasks, which is what
makes the mathematical description so
complicated: “The more components
interact with each other, the more difficult it is to rule out something going
wrong,” says Björn Brandenburg.
The computer scientist compares
the situation with an office. The em-
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ployee working in the office, who in
this scenario represents a processor, is
under pressure. His boss constantly
wants him to do something – those jobs
need to be performed right away. But
his colleagues also have questions and
don’t want to hang around all day waiting for answers to their concerns.
The office works only if all jobs are
executed within the required timeframe, and if the poor employee
doesn’t put off a mountain of work
when it’s time to leave the office for
the day. Above all, however, the individual demands, particularly those of
the boss, mustn’t be left hanging for
so long that the next request already
shows up with the same priority. Otherwise it will all end in chaos. Computer scientists refer to this as non-linear
behavior, which suddenly leads to
jumps in response time.
“To be able to describe such mechanisms mathematically, we need models that represent the world correctly
and that we can also use to prove that
the systems fulfill the requirements
they were designed to fulfill,” says Brandenburg. Therefore, in the case of the
office – or a simple real-time system –
computer scientists use mathematical
equations to deal with the frequency of
the individual jobs, the work needed to
process them and the required timeframe within which a response is needed. The formula system often turns out
to be so complicated that it can no longer be resolved analytically. In such cas-

es, computer scientists need to look for
a solution step by step, by assuming a
start value and consistently refining it
– a standard procedure that mathematicians refer to as fixed-point iteration.
Another problem is finding realistic minimum and maximum values for
the work involved, the frequency, and
the response time permitted. The formulas can be put through their paces
only if such information is available.
“In practice, a very experienced engineer often performs this task, doing
some testing and then adding in a safety margin,” says Brandenburg. “In many
cases, that can provide a sufficiently
good estimate.”

MODERN PROCESSORS ARE
LESS PREDICTABLE
In the case of the airbag, the maximum
permitted period of computation is derived from the time that elapses from
the moment the crash happens to the
moment the driver’s head hits the steering wheel. The airbag must be completely inflated by then, and this information can then be used to deduce how
quickly the software needs to respond.
“Ultimately, the deadline is always derived from the physical demands on
the system,” says Brandenburg.
The engine is no exception. The permitted engine speed dictates the minimum time between two processes. If,
for example, the exhaust gas concentration needs to be read once every revo-
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er the program window with the e-mail
that you just read closes as quickly as
desired. Even if absolutely nothing happens sometimes, the user might curse,
but the world certainly won’t come to
an end. Developers have to trust their
experience and their ideas when it
comes to improving these types of systems. They look at the program code
and test the improvements extensively.
“If it usually works, that’s completely
okay for general-purpose systems,” says
Brandenburg.
However, usual or average values
aren’t sufficient in safety-critical realtime systems such as a car’s airbag. The
product needs to work. Period. “Generally speaking, systems have now become
so complex that humans can’t reliably
anticipate worst-case behavior using
their intuition alone,” says Brandenburg.
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Maximum delay caused by the blocking of necessary materials
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A formula for delay: The Max Planck researchers study real-time systems whose processors share other resources. The systems might perform
a safety-critical job too late because they can’t access a particular resource. The maximum delay is derived from the sum (∑) of all sections of
requests that lead to delays, and the respective length of these requests. The sections of requests may belong to various tasks that originate
from different sources and that rely on several resources. In order to be able to calculate the delay, it is crucial to identify which sections of the
requests X Sx,q,v and X Ax,q,v, lead to the delay. To do this, Björn Brandenburg and his colleagues use a method known as linear optimization.

lution, a maximum engine speed of
6,000 revs per minute (or 100 revs per
second) gives a smallest-possible break
of one hundredth of a second.
It’s considerably more complicated
to determine the actual computing
time of a modern system and thus estimate whether the work can also be
done within the specified timeframe.
It was comparatively easy to do this
with previous processor generations.
In those days, engineers could tell from
the machine code how many computing steps were necessary to execute a
job. As the processor’s operation cycle
was known, it could be used to calculate the time required.
Modern processors are much less
predictable: they predict the control
flow and try to pre-compute the intermediate results that will likely be needed. They can scale their clock frequency. They employ a hierarchy of caches.
A distinct field of research in computer
science, known as worst-case execution
time analysis, deals solely with this
challenge – determining the maximum
computing time for a specific program
and a specific piece of hardware in a
worst-case scenario.
“It’s incredibly difficult to precisely
bound the worst case,” says Brandenburg. “That’s why it can be useful to
monitor real systems and extract samples from them.” For example, a software program logs all the commands
that are processed during a test drive in
a car. Engineers can derive data from

this information, such as the maximum
execution time. A small safety buffer is
then built into this to give the output
values for the computerized analysis of
the programs. “The purists in our field
would say that this involves a measurement. It can’t be used to prove with
strict mathematical precision that it really is the worst-case scenario,” says
Brandenburg. “I take a more pragmatic
view. In any case, an analysis of response
times is better than some spreadsheet
calculation into which a few more or
less arbitrary figures have been typed.”
The final response time calculation
comes into play only after all requirements and potential sources of delay
have been factored into the model. “If
we can then show that, even in the
worst-case scenarios, the response time
never exceeds the specified deadline, we
know that it’s okay, the system is safe,”
says Alexander Wieder, a doctoral student in Brandenburg’s research group.

ENGINEERS DEFINE THE
REQUIREMENTS
Mathematicians usually prove something like this using a method they refer to as “proof by contradiction” or
“indirect proof”. The researchers assume that the specified response time
has been exceeded – in other words,
that the event they wanted to rule out
has actually occurred. Then they see
what conclusions they can draw. If the
job wasn’t performed as planned, there

are two options: either it took longer
than expected to process a job, or the
processor must have done something
different while it should have been performing the safety-critical job – so it
must have been busy working on higher-priority requests.
The computer scientists then look
more closely at all the processes and
analyze how much work they involve.
The method is gradually refined until,
eventually, there are a few processes
left that, under the given assumptions,
involve more work than the model allows for. A contradiction. “For us, it
means that either our model is wrong,
or something like this is impossible,”
says Brandenburg. The specified response time would therefore never be
exceeded. The system is 100 percent
safe – at least under the given model
assumptions.
The models are based on demands
that are defined by engineers. Beyond
these specifications – if the engine runs
at more than 6,000 rpm, for example –
the mathematical proof doesn’t guarantee safety. The software may still
function, but it isn’t guaranteed do so.
The engineers therefore need to apply
their expertise to define safe and complete demands on the system.
Further, a type of “volatile boss”,
who assigns several jobs within a short
time and then just retreats into his office, is frequently simulated. Computer
scientists refer to this phenomenon as
“bursty arrivals”. It is easily expressed
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left: Interpreting between two vernaculars: Björn Brandenburg
understands both the engineers who develop the real-time
systems and the theorists who want to prove their reliability.
That is why he wants to liaise between the two disciplines.

in algorithms, even if the proof becomes more involved as a result.
However, real-time applications really become complicated when they are
processed on a processor that needs to
share other resources with additional
processors. For example, multiple processors may jointly access a message
buffer that stores sensor data until it
can be processed further. Research at
the Max Planck Institute for Software
Systems focuses heavily on systems
with shared resources.
To use the office analogy, where an
employee represents a processor, this
means that the office employees who
normally work undisturbed side by side
now have only one photocopier or one
telephone between them. This inevitably leads to discussions. Some employees urgently need to finish a job; others
actually have more time to spare, but
don’t want to wait. “Whether all deadlines can be met can depend on the sequence in which each person takes a
turn,” says Björn Brandenburg.
In practice, computer scientists pursue a variety of approaches: The processors may use the resource in the order
in which they request access, in order
of priority, or just in a random order determined by the underlying hardware.
When it comes to the question of how
the individual processors should spend
the waiting time, several approaches
can be taken: They can ask incessantly:
“Can I? Can I? Can I?” until it is finally their turn, or they can wait to be invited to use the photocopier.
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Theoretically, waiting is the better solution, as the employees can use the
time to tackle other jobs that aren’t
quite as important. In practice, however, constantly switching from photocopying to talking on the phone can
entail a considerable amount of additional work, with nothing really getting done. In critical systems, such as
a car, the method based on “busy-waiting” – that is, the one that involves
constantly asking “Can I?” – is typically preferred.
Brandenburg and his group aren’t
the first to address this problem. To
date, however, computer scientists
have usually analyzed the shared resources manually: they have considered
possible delays and calculated a maximum value for the response time based
on their considerations. But with this
method, it takes just one incorrect assumption to arrive at a result that is no
longer certain. Furthermore, the estimates turn out to be incredibly pessimistic. The results are similarly unrealistic. “The engineers say: ‘Nice that you
have a safe bound, but in practice, the
response time will never be that high.
It’s useless,’” says Brandenburg.

AN UPPER BOUND FOR
POTENTIAL BLOCKING
The Max Planck researchers have thus
chosen a different approach. First, they
create a complete set of workflows that
are theoretically not impossible in an
office – or a real-time system – and

therefore can’t immediately be ruled
out. Then they gradually identify all
the scenarios that can’t happen in practice. For example, it’s inconceivable
that an office employee will want to use
all of the equipment simultaneously.
In this way, dozens or even hundreds of constraints are ultimately accumulated. All of them can be expressed as linear inequalities. The
number of scenarios that aren’t ruled
out gradually shrinks until an upper
bound on the maximum delay encountered by the planned workflows
is found. This bound can then be incorporated as another factor in the algorithms that prove the punctuality of
the real-time systems.
The underlying method is known
as “linear optimization,” and has been
explored in mathematics for more
than 60 years. Computer scientists
have since developed a number of fast
analysis systems whose algorithms the
Max Planck researchers can adapt to
real-time systems. Brandenburg says:
“We can now analyze significantly
more complicated systems, and we
have made considerable progress in
terms of accuracy.”
All of this is particularly important
in practice because many real-time systems now use multi-core processors.
With these, the processing tasks are
shared among two or more independent central processing units, or cores.
The cores access shared resources and
perform their individual tasks in parallel. “Multi-core processors represent a
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right page: In order for a plane to be able to land safely, the
electronics must communicate the pilot’s control commands
to the engines or landing flaps within a specified timeframe.

Photo: istockphoto / Jaromír Chalabala
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huge challenge for real-time systems,”
says Björn Brandenburg.
Computer science is lagging behind
here. For a long time, in the context of
real-time systems, multi-core processors
were considered to be primarily of theoretical interest, and not to be installed
in time-critical applications. Now, the
requirements even in cars are so high
that multi-core processors have become
almost standard. The proven algorithms
no longer work here; everything needs
to be developed from scratch. “The argument previously used, that if a processor focuses on one job, then other,
potentially disruptive activities can’t
take place at the same time, is an incredibly powerful element in the reasoning,” says Brandenburg. “That no
longer works in multi-core systems – I
never know what the other cores are
doing at any given time.”
In particular, the maximum execution time, which is very hard to determine even on modern single-core processors, presents computer scientists
with major challenges. The question of
determining exact response times, and
not just safe upper bounds, remains
open. What it looks like, how it can be
described in formulas and how the
analysis can be improved as a result, remains unresolved.
Still another – considerably more
human – problem is troubling the Max
Planck researchers. Many theorists who
puzzle over analysis algorithms for
multi-core processors are math experts,
but rarely do they sit in a lab and write

programs. Engineers in industry, on the
other hand, are highly specialized and
can use the tricks of their trade to operate even the most obscure systems. But
they aren’t necessarily the best mathematicians.
Instead, they try to squeeze their
experience into several thousand pages of comprehensive rules, which – as
in automotive engineering, for instance – specify in detail the demands

made on every system. This, in turn,
doesn’t please the theorists, who prefer specifications to be as simple as
possible. “Part of my research work
consists in sitting in the middle and
saying: I understand the mathematicians, I understand the practitioners,
I’ll try to interpret between the two
sides,” says Brandenburg. This is a
timely approach, particularly in the
area of real-time systems.

TO THE POINT
●

When it comes to the safety of cars or planes, the electronics must process data
with absolute reliability within a specified timeframe. Experiments can’t prove with
absolute certainty whether such real-time systems actually perform their jobs on
time. Mathematical proof is necessary.

●

Modern electronic processors have several CPU cores, process several tasks simultaneously and vary their clock frequency. This makes the mathematical description of
such systems, and the proof that they function correctly, very complicated.

●

In some ways, Max Planck researchers are breaking the mold in their reasoning,
for example by leveraging linear optimization. This allows them to analyze more
complicated systems with greater accuracy than before.

GLOSSARY
Real-time system: A system, such as an electronic control unit or a microcomputer, that
needs to handle a process within a specified timeframe. Real-time systems are used in
safety-critical tasks, such as controlling an airbag.
Linear optimization: Techniques for finding an optimal solution to a problem that can
be described by a linear equation subject to a set of constraints that are represented as
linear inequalities.
Proof by contradiction: Indirect proof that proves a proposition by refuting its opposite.
The proposition to be refuted is reduced to such an extent that a contradiction emerges
as a substantiated proposition.
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A Way Out of the
Inner Prison
The paralysis starts gradually, but in the course of time, it affects the entire body. People with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis eventually reach a point where they are no longer able to move any
muscles or communicate with the outside world. A research group headed by Moritz Grosse-Wentrup
at the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems in Tübingen is looking for ways to help ALS
patients break out of their isolation by teaching computers to read their minds.
TEXT TIM SCHRÖDER
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in which the cells of the motor cortex
slowly die. The speed at which the neurons fail varies from one patient to the
next. Some are unable to move their
arms and legs two years after diagnosis.
In Wilfried Leusing’s case, the disease
has progressed more slowly.

MANY PATIENTS WANTED TO
TAKE PART IN THE STUDY
Today, four years after being diagnosed,
he is barely able to speak. He also has
difficulty swallowing. Since his tongue
became semi-paralyzed, he has realized
just how complex the acts of chewing
and swallowing are, he remarks on his
website, “Das Alternativ.” “Your tongue
pushes mashed food between your
teeth and then toward the back of your
mouth.” Because of his paralysis, that’s
no longer possible for Wilfried Leusing.
He now squeezes liquid food into his
stomach through a tube. He types what
he wants to say into a tablet computer.
A program then reads the words aloud.
“As a result of the disease, I’ve rediscovered the art of writing,” he says
through his computer. Although he’s no
longer able to communicate by speaking, there are other ways to convey
words and emotions. “I’ve had whole

new experiences, not despite but precisely because of my disease.” In the past
few months, Wilfried Leusing has been
participating in a study by the Max
Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems
in Tübingen. That, too, is a new experience. The project is headed by Moritz
Grosse-Wentrup who, as an electrical
engineer, is responsible for the BrainComputer Interfaces research group.
Last year, Moritz Grosse-Wentrup
advertised for subjects on the Internet.
There are around 15, 000 ALS patients
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ilfried Leusing noticed
something was amiss
after doctors had inserted implants in his
jaw for a dental prosthesis. His tongue felt numb, his speech
was slurred. His doctor said that his
tongue needed to recover from the operation. But it didn’t get any better. A
neurologist referred him to Tübingen
Hospital. The diagnosis was sobering:
“suspected motor neuron disease.” Motor neurons are nerve cells that control
muscles – in the fingers, in the chest
cavity, in the tongue.
The control center for these neurons is located in the middle upper section of the brain, in the cortex: A dense
meshwork of nerve cells forms what is
known as the motor cortex. If the nerve
cells in the motor cortex fail, it becomes impossible to voluntarily move
muscles, despite the fact that they are
still intact. Wilfried Leusing accepts his
fate stoically: “It wasn’t a shock for me,
but it was for my wife,” he says. At the
time, in the spring of 2010, he consulted other specialists at hospitals in Munich and Ulm, but the findings were
the same everywhere.
Wilfried Leusing has ALS, short for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, a disease

A direct path from brain to computer:
The electrodes attached to the head
of student Sebastian Weichwald
measure activity in various areas of
the brain. By switching between two
concentration states that produce
characteristic electrical wave
patterns, Weichwald tries to control
a ball on a monitor that isn’t visible
in the photo.

in Germany, and a lot of them responded. For now he has selected four people
for the study. One of them is Wilfried Leusing, who also lives in Tübingen, and
who impressed Moritz Grosse-Wentrup
with his life-affirming attitude.

SOME PATIENTS ARE TRAPPED
IN THEIR BODIES
The tragedy of ALS is that all of the
body’s functions for which muscles are
used are gradually lost. It starts with
small areas of paralysis. Then the limbs
fail. The tongue and larynx stop work-

ing, which makes swallowing impossible. Eventually, the patient lies immobile and unable to communicate
because he can no longer speak. In
some cases, the eye muscles stop working. The patient is then no longer able
to focus on others. “Specialists refer to
this as the locked-in state,” says GrosseWentrup. “The patient is completely
trapped in his body.” Late-stage patients even lose the ability to indicate
when something ails them. “We know
of patients whose pneumonia was
picked up too late because they could
no longer communicate.”

Some researchers, like neurobiologist
Niels Birbaumer of Tübingen University, believe that ALS patients gradually
slip into a dreamlike state. Their theory
is that a person can normally interact
with their environment by communicating through touch, gestures, language or facial expressions. If a person
loses the ability to interact, their consciousness withdraws. There is no longer any contact with the outside world.
Moritz Grosse-Wentrup hopes to restore at least a small link to the outside
world. His approach sounds bold: in
the late stage of the disease, when noth-
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Nearly ideal: To enable ALS patients to communicate with the outside world via their brain activity, Max Planck researchers record an EEG activity
pattern in the posterior region of the brain, as shown in the photo on the left. In the recording from an ALS patient, they observed the brain activity
pattern shown in the middle photo, which matches the desired pattern very well. This is consistent with functional MRI scans, in which the main
activity is also observed in the posterior region of the brain, marked by the crosshairs.
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Paving the way out of isolation: Moritz Grosse-Wentrup (left) has found a cognitive process that may help ALS patients communicate with
the outside world if their motor cortex is severely damaged. It is hoped that patients will be able to control a ball on a screen through activity
in the default-mode network, which comprises several areas of the brain that are particularly active during emotional states. The software
is currently being tested in a study with ALS patients and healthy subjects like Sebastian Weichwald, who is a member of the Max Planck team.
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ing else works, patients may be able to
communicate via their thoughts, or
rather, their brain activity. “This should
enable patients to respond to simple
yes or no questions,” says Grosse-Wentrup. Are you in pain? Would you like
to listen to the radio?
To open a way out of this inner prison in which ALS patients are trapped,
Grosse-Wentrup and his team first have
to learn how to interpret cognitive activity correctly. They aren’t the only
ones seeking to create a direct link between the brain and the outside world,
without help from any muscles. For instance, researchers at Brown University
in Providence, USA, are working with
experts from the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) in an attempt to read and
process signals from the brain. They
have developed a method that enables
paraplegics, for example, to move a robotic hand. Their videos on the Internet show a subject guiding the robotic
hand to a plastic bottle with the power
of her mind. The woman beams happily as she sucks on a drinking straw for
the first time without assistance.
For their experiments, the US researchers use small electrodes that they
implant directly into the motor cortex
below the cranium. The electrodes
sense neural activity. The trick is that
even imagined movements stimulate
neurons in the motor cortex. In many
paralyzed people, the motor cortex remains active even though the body is
unable to execute movements. The
electrodes pick up signals from the neurons and relay them to a computer that
converts the pulses into control commands for the robotic arm. Of course
the patient has to undergo lengthy
training. The payoff, however, is that
patients can learn to control the robot
by imagining movements in their
mind. The advances the US researchers
have achieved are impressive.
However, this approach doesn’t
work for ALS patients, because in their

case, it is precisely the motor cortex
that is damaged. “So we have to find
other regions of the brain, other signals, that will enable ALS patients to
communicate,” says Grosse-Wentrup.
It looks like he has found a way. For
some years now, neurologists have
known that a number of areas in the
brain are active simultaneously while
various tasks are being performed.
Thought isn’t constrained to a single
area of the brain. During some thought
processes, specific areas engage in a
kind of finely tuned polyphony.
Moritz Grosse-Wentrup is particularly interested in an activity pattern
that occurs when people concentrate
on themselves, focusing their thoughts
inward through meditation. During
this state, an area behind the brow and
a second area deeper in the brain,
known collectively as the default-mode
network, are simultaneously active. By
contrast, when a person concentrates
on an activity, like reading or doing calculations, the default-mode network is
less active.

THE DEFAULT-MODE NETWORK
IS LESS AFFECTED BY ALS
Grosse-Wentrup believes that by
switching between two different states
of concentration in this way, even latestage ALS patients can communicate
and give yes or no responses to questions because the default-mode network is less affected by ALS than the
motor cortex.
In the Tübingen scientists’ experiment, patients try to move a ball up or
down on a computer screen. Up means
“yes,” down means “no.” The height of
the ball corresponds to the strength of
activity in the default-mode network,
so any changes in the activity state
cause the ball to move. At present, it
isn’t possible to move the ball sideways.
Unlike the US researchers, GrosseWentrup doesn’t use electrodes im-

Wilfried Leusing, who has ALS, wants to help
make life easier for other patients. That is why
he is participating in the Max Planck study.

planted directly in the cortex. The risk
of infection is too great, he says. Moreover, the body’s rejection reactions often cause the electrodes to become
coated with a deposit, interfering with
signal transmission to the computer.
He thus prefers to use a conventional
electroencephalogram (EEG). The subject wears a helmet fitted with scores
of small electrodes that detect the
electrical signals of neurons through
the cranium. Of course such a signal
is less precise than signals from electrodes implanted directly in the brain.
But it’s sufficient for the time being,
says Grosse-Wentrup.
“I give as few instructions to the
subjects as possible,” he says. “Each patient must personally find a way to influence his or her brain activity in the
default-mode network to move the ball
up or down.” Turning one’s thoughts
inward through meditation is only one
way to activate the default-mode network. Some subjects manage to move
the ball by calling up various emotional states, as different feelings also lead
to variations in the activity of the default-mode network.
>
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Gel is applied to the electrodes of the
EEG helmet to improve reception of
electrical brain activity. “I had gel in my
hair for the first time in my life after my
first session in January,” says Wilfried
Leusing, who sports a long white beard
and long hair.
Grosse-Wentrup and his team have
since visited him and the other subjects around ten times. “Including the
time required to set up and dismantle
the equipment, a session takes around
five hours – quite a long time,” Leusing says through his computer. “But
you get a super feeling from doing
something meaningful with great people. My contribution is simply me.”
Leusing is now able to move the ball
briskly upward. “If it moves in the
wrong direction, I get it to move in the
other direction by thinking ‘no’.”
However, he is still unable to consciously force it downward. Practice
makes perfect.
For Moritz Grosse-Wentrup and his
colleagues, the actual work begins when
they get back to the institute, where
they analyze the EEG recordings. To the
layperson, at first glance an EEG is just
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a few squiggly lines slowly marching
from right to left across the computer
screen, showing brain activity as electrical voltage. The lines differ in their
rate of fluctuation, reflecting the change
in voltage. Doctors calls these frequency bands or waves.

THE SOFTWARE LEARNS HOW TO
INTERPRET THE PATTERNS
And there are a lot of waves: the helmet
that Grosse-Wentrup’s subjects wear is
studded with 128 electrodes, each of
which records 40 frequency bands.
There are thus more than 5,000 variables per measurement – a bewildering
flood of data. To interpret the signals,
Grosse-Wentrup uses statistical analysis
methods that were developed at the
Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems. The aim is to detect characteristic patterns in the chaos of squiggly
lines that always occur when the patient is moving the ball.
The software identifies typical wave
patterns through a sort of learning process in which it ranks the myriad measured variables. Bernhard Schölkopf,

Director at the institute and responsible for the Machine Learning Department, explains how it works using a
simple example. “Imagine that a computer has to distinguish between a badly scrawled eight and a nine,” he says.
“It’s impossible at first. However, if you
train the computer by presenting it
with innumerable eights and nines, it
will learn to differentiate them.”
The computer models the pixels
that make up the numerals in a multidimensional space and compares them
with the learned data. It analyzes the
probability that the pixels are more
consistent with the learned pattern of
an eight or a nine.
Fully automated mail-sorting machines that are able to recognize scribbled letters on envelopes rely on similar statistical learning and decisionmaking algorithms. Moritz GrosseWentrup is now working on teaching
the computer to interpret the EEG frequency bands. He wants to teach the
computer to reliably and more quickly
recognize the characteristic activity patterns that occur in the brain when the
patient moves the ball.

Photo: Denise Vernillo

Computer teachers: Moritz Grosse-Wentrup and Bernhard Schölkopf teach computers to learn. They have to train computers with
a large volume of data so that the software they developed can recognize patterns in the signals.

FOCUS_Our Networked World

Ultimately, it’s about the subject and
computer understanding each other
quickly. In the future, the computer
will have to be able to rapidly convert
the subject’s thought commands into a
response. The patient has to learn to
control the ball on the screen; the computer has to learn how the corresponding activity patterns look so that it can
reliably and rapidly change the height
of the ball. “We can already see that we
receive a correct answer to questions all
the more quickly the better the computer learns the frequency patterns,”
says Grosse-Wentrup. That will later be
essential in the everyday lives of ALS
patients because, naturally, simple
questions like “are you in pain?” should
be followed by a quick answer.
Together with Niels Birbaumer of
Tübingen University, Schölkopf’s department has been working for a decade
on communicating with ALS patients
via thought commands. However, they
initially selected thought processes and
concepts that were ultimately unsuitable. They found that the thought processes and neuronal voltage patterns
depended too strongly on the patient’s
form on the day, and the computer
wasn’t sufficiently adept at interpreting
the patient’s thoughts. As the disease
progressed, these methods eventually
failed completely. “Moritz appears to
have found another paradigm, another
thought process, that is more robust,”
says Schölkopf.
To obtain a large volume of training
data with which to feed the computer,
Grosse-Wentrup is also testing his method on healthy subjects. Over the past
five years, he and his colleagues have
taken EEG recordings from around a
hundred students. It looks as if GrosseWentrup’s method really is robust. Although the computer learning machine
takes some time to adjust to the subject’s thought patterns each time, the
subject is able to move the ball very
soon. So evidently thought patterns exist that are similar enough in everyone
for machine-learning methods to recognize them. The details of the thought
processes are somewhat different in every patient and vary with the subject’s
daily condition.

Because Moritz Grosse-Wentrup has
been working with Wilfried Leusing
and the other ALS patients for only
around six months, it is still uncertain
whether his method will still work in
the late stage of the disease. But the fact
that it is already very robust gives him
cause for hope. In one of his patients,
the disease is progressing rapidly. The
patient already has difficulty moving
his limbs. He could be the first person
to show that the new method provides
a reliable communication channel to
the outside world as the body gradually shuts down.

MORE DATA REQUIRED
Moritz Grosse-Wentrup originally decided to study electrical engineering and
later became involved in robotics. He
then heard about the work on ALS patients. Today he says work that helps
people is much more rewarding than robotics. If his method, his thought-pattern paradigm, turns out to work in the

late stage of the disease, he could imagine switching from EEG to implanted
electrodes that aren’t attached to a computer via a cable, but instead transmit
data wirelessly. Suitable electrodes are
currently being developed. They would
be ideal for everyday use and would also
provide clearer frequency signals.
But first Grosse-Wentrup needs
more data from his ALS patients. Wilfried Leusing intends to do his part and
will continue to meet with the researchers once a week. Grosse-Wentrup or his
fellow scientists arrive each time with
a basket full of cables and electrodes.
“It’s important for everyone to realize
what role he or she plays in life,” says
Wilfried Leusing through his computer. One of his roles is that of a subject
who is helping to make life a bit easier
for ALS patients in the future – even if
he will no longer be able to benefit
from it himself.
www.mpg.de/brain_computer_
interface

TO THE POINT
●

Patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) suffer from progressive paralysis.
Eventually they lose the ability to speak and, in some cases, even move their eyes,
depriving them of any possibility of communicating with the outside world.

●

The members of Moritz Grosse-Wentrup’s research team at the Max Planck Institute
for Intelligent Systems in Tübingen hope to enable ALS patients to break out of their
isolation. They are teaching ALS patients to control a ball on a computer screen
through activity in the default-mode network, allowing the patients to answer yes
or no questions.

●

The scientists record activity in the default-mode network by means of EEG electrodes that are attached to the head. Using machine-learning methods, they are
teaching a computer how to interpret the activity pattern in the brain and convert
it into control signals.

●

The researchers are currently refining the methods for analyzing brain activity with
the help of four ALS patients and around a hundred healthy subjects.

GLOSSARY
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS): In this neurodegenerative disease, the nerve cells
in the motor cortex slowly die, causing the affected person to ultimately no longer be able
to carry out any movements.
Default-mode network: The default-mode network consists of areas in the anterior
and posterior parts of the brain that are especially active in the resting state, as well as
in emotional states.
Machine learning: Computers learn to detect patterns in data by analyzing examples
and deriving general rules. In this way, they can recognize handwriting, for example,
or interpret activity patterns in the brain.
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An Asteroid with Two Faces
Researchers have discovered that the minor planet Itokawa suffered a collision in its early days

Few minor planets in our solar system have been studied in as
much detail as Itokawa. And this not just because the barely
600-meter-long object ranks as one of the group of near-Earth
asteroids entering Earth’s orbit roughly every 556 days. Itokawa
was also the target of the Japanese probe Hayabusa, which actually brought material back to Earth from Itokawa’s surface. However, what lies under the skin of the asteroid remained virtually
unknown. Now we are a little wiser: from the object’s rotation,
a team including scientists from the Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research drew some conclusions about the internal
structure of the elongated asteroid. They found it to be non-uniform: one part of the peanut-shaped object exhibits a density
similar to that of granite, while the other is much looser, like
tightly packed sand. Evidently Itokawa was formed when two
boulders collided. (Astronomy & Astrophysics, February 5, 2014)

1,750 kg/m3

2,850 kg/m3

Cosmic peanut: The density of the smaller end (red) of the asteroid Itokawa
is around 2,850 kilograms per cubic meter, and that of the larger part (blue),
around 1,750 kilograms per cubic meter.

Instead of lignifying, maize plants affected by smut fungus
exhibit bright hues
Maize affected by the corn smut Ustilago maydis looks scary: in place of the
usual yellow kernels, the cobs display
a mass of shapeless black galls inside
which the fungus replicates itself.
When the fungus infects a plant, it
first has to find its way into the plant’s
vascular tissue, where it can divert the
nutrients transported via this tissue for
its own use. To prevent this and stop
the fungus from spreading, the plant
reinforces its cell walls with lignin.
However, scientists at the Max Planck

Institute for Terrestrial Microbiology in
Marburg have discovered that the fungus manipulates the plant’s metabolism: The protein Tin2 ensures that the
components required to manufacture
lignin are used instead in greater quantities to synthesize pigments. The effect is to weaken the plant’s protective
wall, while the infected areas turn red
in color. Maize varieties that are low in
lignin, such as those grown for the
production of biofuels, are thus particularly susceptible to infection with
U. maydis. The researchers suspect
that other pathogens also prevent
plants from strengthening their tissue
with lignin. (eLife, January 28, 2014)

Maize leaves infected with corn smut.
Top: Infection with the wild type of the fungus.
Bottom: Infection with a mutant strain that
lacks the protein Tin2. With the mutant
infection, the galls are smaller and the red
pigment is absent.
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Clean Power from
the Nano-Net
Researchers discover a
potential replacement for
platinum in fuel cells
Fuel cells generate electricity that is
clean but expensive. Now a team at
the Max Planck Institute for Solid
State Research in Stuttgart has pointed out a way to build them more
cheaply. The researchers have created
a highly regular network of manganese or iron atoms and organic molecules on a metallic substrate that, following the principle of corresponding
enzymes, acts as a catalyst in the reduction of oxygen. The metal-organic
nano-net supports an important subreaction in the conversion of hydrogen
and oxygen into water – the process
that takes place at the two electrodes
of a fuel cell. Currently, the most efficient materials to support this reaction are platinum and other rare and

Photos: ESO/JAXA (top), MPI for Terrestrial Microbiology (bottom)

Colors – not Barriers
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Say Cheese
Max Planck scientists reconstruct a recipe from
the early Bronze Age
Normally, the protein specialists at the Max Planck Institute
of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics in Dresden spend their
time analyzing proteins and fats in the cells of fruit flies and
roundworms. In this case, however, their mass spectrometer
had some highly unusual objects under its gaze: grave goods
found with a roughly 4,000-year-old mummified body in the
Xiaohe burial ground in Xinjiang in western China. In order
to analyze the shapeless lumps on the neck and chest of the
mummy, the scientists first had to find ways to identify proteins in organisms that hadn’t previously been genetically sequenced. The lumps finally proved to be the remains of some
early Bronze Age cheese. The oldest cheese known to date, it
was made, like kefir, of milk mixed with a blend of bacteria
and yeast and left to ferment. This type of cheese contains virtually no lactose – ideal for population groups in Asia, where
lactose intolerance is common. (Journal of Archaeological Science,

Photos: Y. Liu, Y. Yang (top), Nature communications 2013 (center left), Igor Zlotnikov/MPI for Colloids and Interfaces (bottom right)

December 4, 2013)

The “Beauty of Xiaohe”: When she died in western China around 4,000 years
ago, this woman was laid to rest with small pieces of cheese as grave goods.

Nanotechnology in a Glass Sponge
Monorhaphis chuni produces a spicule with a perfect periodic
arrangement of nanopores

Self-organization: Under the right conditions, molecules of nitrogenous bispyridyl
bipyrimidine (PBP) link iron atoms (blue
dots) on a metallic surface to form a
self-organized regular network, as shown in
this image taken with a scanning tunneling
microscope with superimposed graphics.

expensive precious metals. If a metalorganic network of atoms of cheaper
metals and simple organic substances could be employed as a catalyst
even for this part of the reaction, the
cost of producing electricity from fuel
cells could be reduced. (Nature Communications, December 5, 2013)

Materials scientists resolve many problems by following the example of nature – and sometimes they don’t realize this until after the fact. Take, for
example, the synthetic nanoporous
materials with potential applications
in biomedicine, sensors and chemical
catalysis. Their structure is similar to
that of the glass rod or spicule, around
a centimeter thick and up to three meters in length, that supports the sea
sponge Monorhaphis chuni. And they
are produced in a similar way. These
similarities in structure and production have been identified by a team at
the Max Planck Institutes of Colloids
and Interfaces and Microstructure
Physics. M. chuni wraps silicate – that
is, glass – around regularly arranged silicatein proteins. These proteins then
fill the pores, which are around 5 nanometers in size. This creates a structure
that resembles a stack of cartons containing eggs. The eggs represent the
protein molecules, while the cartons

represent the glass. For certain technical applications, silicate structures are
already being assembled around droplets of fat. However, the resultant materials exhibit a pore size that isn’t as uniform as the protein-filled cavities in the
spicule of M. chuni. (Advanced Materials,
December 12, 2013)
Glass spicule measures up: M. chuni grows on
a silicate spicule, the pores of which are
uniform in size and even more regular in their
arrangement than the cavities in technical
mesoporous materials. This optical microscope image shows a glass spicule that has
been ground into an exact cylinder in order
to investigate its structure.
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Greenhouse Sensitivity
The carbon balance of tropical rainforests is reacting more and more strongly to short-term temperature changes

Climate researchers have had their suspicions for a while.
Now it has been confirmed that climate change can intensify feedback between the Earth’s carbon cycle, and thus also

the carbon dioxide content in the air, as well as changes in
temperature. Proof comes from an international team that
included Martin Heimann, Director at the Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry in Jena. The scientists analyzed
the natural fluctuations in the volume of carbon dioxide
absorbed by tropical rainforests in cooler and in warmer
years. Their findings show that, as average temperatures
rise, the tropical carbon balance is becoming more and
more sensitive to temperature changes. Given that both upward and downward fluctuations in the carbon balance are
increasing to an equal extent, the mean carbon dioxide content in the atmosphere isn’t rising. However, other feedback
loops between the release of greenhouse gases and climate
change may very well have such an effect, which would
lead to a further increase in temperature. (Nature, published
online January 26, 2014)
Tropical rainforests such as those in the Amazon basin are becoming
increasingly sensitive to temperature changes. As a result of global
warming, the carbon balance in the tropics now fluctuates more widely
within a matter of a few years than it did in the 1960s or 1970s.

Disk Brakes for Molecules
Using centrifugal force to slow particles down creates new opportunities for
chemistry and quantum information processing
pole to around 70 kilometers per hour.
They used electrodes to introduce various substances, such as fluoromethane, onto the center of a rotating disk
against centrifugal force. The speed of
the molecules after braking in this way
corresponds to a temperature of minus
272 degrees Celsius. The new method
allows researchers to produce relatively large quantities of cold molecules in
a continuous flow, which could be useful, for example, in studying specific
chemical reactions between particles,

Centrifugal slowdown: Molecules drastically lose speed when directed by electrodes against
centrifugal force into the center of a rotating disk. The inward-facing electrodes that rotate
with the disk are themselves designed as disks in order to increase their stability. The holes
compensate for any lack of symmetry in the plates.
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or in processing quantum information.
(Physical Review Letters, January 6, 2014)

Photos: fotolia (top), MPI of Quantum Optics (bottom)

The particles in the air we breathe travel as fast as a jet plane. Nitrogen molecules, for example, can manage a speed
of more than 1,700 kilometers per hour
at room temperature, one and a half
times the speed of sound. These particles are simply too fast for many experiments, and some conceivable applications. Physicists at the Max Planck
Institute of Quantum Optics in Garching, near Munich, have now found a
very simple way to slow down molecules with a negative and a positive

SPECTRUM

Brilliant Quantum Computing
A logical operation and error correction have successfully been
performed in a diamond nuclear spin quantum register

Photos: University of Stuttgart (top), N. C. Amorisco & M. Høst (Niels Bohr Institute) and ESO/Digitized Sky Survey 2 (bottom)

Glowing testimony: Nitrogen contaminants
in a diamond can be excited with green light,
causing the stone to glow red. The diamond
that the scientists in Stuttgart use as the basis
for their experiments contains remarkably
few nitrogen defects.

Computers need not calculate with perfect accuracy in order to deliver accurate
results – they simply need to be able to
reliably correct their own errors. In the
future, this will become even more important if quantum computers employing highly efficient but also sensitive
computing processes are to perform
tasks at many times the speed of conventional PCs. An international team
headed by physicists at the University
of Stuttgart and the Stuttgart-based Max
Planck Institute for Solid State Research
has now found a possible answer. The

researchers created a simple quantum
register comprising three atoms and one
electron in a diamond containing minimal nitrogen impurities. Information
is stored and processed in the direction
of the atoms’ nuclear spin. The electron
spin acts as a control element. A quantum register of this kind with hundreds
or even thousands of nuclear spins
could perform a similar function in a
quantum computer to that of a conventional computer processor. Using their
simple quantum register, the physicists
performed a logical operation involving
a CNOT gate, which switches a qubit
from “0” to “1” or vice versa, depending on the condition of other qubits.
This logic gate lends itself to the detection and correction of errors in quantum computing calculations. (Nature,

When Dwarves
Collide
The Andromeda II system
shows where small galaxies
come from
Galaxies grow either by incorporating smaller galaxies or merging with
others. Now researchers, including
scientists at the Max Planck Institute
for Astronomy, have identified the
dwarf galaxy Andromeda II as the
smallest example yet known of the
residue of such a galactic merger.
Based on the movements of the suns
in this Milky Way system, the researchers discovered two distinct
groups: stars that had belonged to the
original AndII dwarf galaxy, and others from another dwarf system that
evidently collided with AndII more
than three billion years ago. According
to the generally accepted model of
galaxy formation, the growth chain
is believed to start with small dwarf
galaxies swallowing even smaller
dwarves. The astronomers have evidently now found proof of this theory.
(Nature, February 24, 2014)

published online January 29, 2014)

Genes with History
Who wouldn’t like to trace their ancestry back to Alexander the Great? According to their traditions, the Kalash,
a people living in isolation in the Hindu Kush in Pakistan, are indeed descended from the legendary Macedonian ruler. DNA analyses carried out by
a team of researchers including scientists from the Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig
now appear to confirm the myths of
these mountain people. Apparently
there are some parts of the genetic
makeup of the Kalash that originate
from Western Europeans and that were
introduced into the genome between
1000 and 200 BCE. So Alexander (356
to 323 BCE) could indeed have brought
these genes with him on his Asian campaign. For the purpose of their analy-

sis, the researchers studied the DNA of
1,500 people from around the globe
and drew up a world map that enables
them to reconstruct the history of almost a hundred populations. The map
also provides indications of previously
unknown cases of genetic crossovers.
For example, the DNA of the Tu people
currently living in China shows that,
around the year 1200, the then-population intermingled with Europeans of
Greek origin. The European DNA probably originates from traders journeying
along the Silk Road. The study also
shows that genetic intermingling is the
rule rather than the exception in recent human history: almost all of the
populations studied had mingled with
others in the course of their history.

When worlds collide: This artistic impression
depicts the merger of two predecessor
galaxies to form the Andromeda II system.

(Science, February 14, 2014)
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Aping Success!
Researchers in the Congo discover a previously unknown population of several thousand chimpanzees
Over the past twenty years, the number of primates in
some regions of Africa has declined by up to 90 percent.
The reasons range from rainforest clearances to poaching
and diseases spread by humans. Now, however, a discovery by scientists from the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology and the University of Amsterdam
has raised hopes for the survival of chimpanzees in the
wild. In the inaccessible forests of the Bili Gangu region
in the north of the Democratic Republic of Congo, there
lives a previously unknown population of eastern chimpanzees. Comprising several thousand individuals, it may
even be the largest population of this sub-species in Central Africa. Although their numbers appear to have remained stable over the past ten years, the apes are evidently now at increasing risk from the bush meat trade.
The researchers hope that Congo will launch a new conservation initiative to protect the chimpanzees, elephants, leopards and other large mammals that live here
but are already extinct elsewhere. (Biological Conservation,
February 5, 2014)
Living in a patchwork of dense forest, wooded savannas and open
grassland in the north of Congo is a previously unknown population
of chimpanzees. Like all primates living in the wild, these animals
are at risk from poaching and loss of habitat.

Electron on the Scale

Continuous improvements in the accuracy
with which natural constants are measured
are a driving force in physics. Greater accuracy helps scientists test fundamental theories and refine or even radically alter our
view of the world. Now a team headed by
Klaus Blaum and Christoph Keitel of the Max
Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics has succeeded in ascertaining the mass of an electron 13 times more accurately than ever before. To calculate this extremely precise result, the physicists measured the frequency
with which a carbon nucleus with a single
electron traverses a circular path. The carbon atom with its charge of five is compelled
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to follow this path by a very strong magnetic field exerted by an ion trap. The scientists
also determined the frequency of the electron’s spin within the magnetic field. The
mass of the electron can then be ascertained on the basis of these two frequencies.
This greater accuracy could, for example,
provide a starting point in improving the
standard model of particle physics, which
describes three of the four fundamental
forces. (Nature, February 20, 2014)
Absolute lightweights on the scale: Physicists
used this Penning trap to determine the mass of
an electron by compelling it to follow a circular
path together with a single carbon-12 nucleus.

Photos: Arco Images (top), MPI for Nuclear Physics (bottom)

A measurement of the particle’s mass that is 13 times more precise could
have an impact on the fundamental laws of physics

Self-Organization in Stone
The rare Kinneyia formations are evidence of patterning in
prehistoric biofilms
Some rock formations might have been
created by the hand of man: in the case
of Kinneyia formations, which are
found in places like Namibia and occasionally even in Germany, outcroppings of sandstone or siltstone are cov-

ered with a sweeping pattern of parallel ripples. Researchers at the Max
Planck Institute for Dynamics and SelfOrganization and Georg August University in Göttingen have now discovered that the Kinneyia originated more
than 2.5 billion years ago when water
flowed over organic biofilms. The experiments reveal that whether or not
the rippled structures are formed depends solely on the thickness of the
layers. Provided that the films of microorganisms are between 0.5 and 4 millimeters thick, the structure becomes
petrified under the right conditions.
Kinneyia formations are generally well
over half a billion years old, since the
biofilms were later consumed by higher organisms. (Philosophical Transactions
of the Royal Society A, November 4, 2013)

Photos: MPI for Chemical Ecology/P. Kumar (top right), MPI for Dynamics and Self-Organization (center left),
S. Cantalupo (UCSC) (bottom right)

Patterns of nature: This Kinneyia formation was
found on Neuras Farm, 200 kilometers
southwest of the Namibian capital Windhoek.

Black Hole Illuminates
Cosmic Web

The wolf spider Camptocosa parallela
is repelled by nicotine in the breath of
tobacco hornworm larvae.

Toxic Breath
A smoker’s breath doesn’t smell good
– a view the wolf spider Camptocosa
parallela evidently shares. It shows an
interest in the larvae of the tobacco
hornworm only when their breath is
free of nicotine. Scientists at the Max
Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology
in Jena have discovered that the larvae
divert a tiny amount of the highly toxic nicotine consumed with their food
into their bodily fluids, and from there
to their respiratory system. The nicotine is then expelled with their breath,
protecting them from the spider. In
contrast, larvae that have been eating
nicotine-free leaves or are unable to
process the nicotine are easy prey.
Other species that prey on the larvae
are entirely unaffected by this defense
mechanism. (PNAS, published online December 30, 2013)

Astronomers obtain the first direct images of large-scale
filamentary structures in space
Computer simulations indicate that the
universe is permeated by hydrogen gas.
However, it wasn’t previously possible
to directly test this concept, since even
at the densest nodes, the gas is so rarefied that it emits virtually no light.
Now an international team including
scientists at the Max Planck Institute for
Astronomy has obtained direct images
of a part of the cosmic web. It was nature that came to their aid: located at

one of the nodes is a quasar called
UM 287, which acts as a floodlight, illuminating the surrounding gas filaments.
Hidden behind a quasar is a distant
galaxy, in the center of which there is a
supermassive black hole; matter falling
into this massive monster releases huge
amounts of energy. This energy, in turn,
causes the gas in the surrounding area to
emit light – on exactly the same principle as a fluorescent lamp. In other

words, the filaments glow in the fluorescent light and become visible through a
telescope. (Nature, January 19, 2014)

In the spotlight: This image shows a section of the cosmic web (turquoise) with a
spread of around two million light years that astronomers have observed in the direct
vicinity of the quasar UM 287 (center).
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Fighting Turbulence
with Eddies
Turbulence is omnipresent: it plays an important role during planet formation, mixes fuel and air
in the cylinder of an engine, but also increases the energy needed for pumps to push oil through
pipelines. Björn Hof and his team at the Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization
in Göttingen investigate the finer points of how it originates and search for tricks to prevent the

Photo: Marc Avila – University of Erlangen

eddies from forming where they interfere.
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PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY_Turbulence

TEXT ROLAND WENGENMAYR

Photo: Frank Vinken

D

uo Xu stands in front of a
glass tube six meters long
but just one centimeter wide.
It stands in a lab surrounded by technical equipment.
The young Chinese scientist is a postdoc in Björn Hof’s research group at
the Max Planck Institute for Dynamics
and Self-Organization in Göttingen. He
starts the measurement program on
the control computer. At the end of the
tube, a long metal arm starts to move,
and the piston sets the long column of
water in the tube in motion. “We want
to find out how turbulence forms,”
says Duo Xu: “And this is where we investigate how pulsation affects the flow
of blood.” The heartbeat forces the
blood through the circulatory system
in pulses. To imitate this, the pumping
metal lever draws the water through
the glass tube – sometimes faster and
sometimes slower.
At the front of the glass tube, a thin
hose is attached to the side. It leads to a
rather makeshift-looking water bucket
suspended from the ceiling. At the beginning of every stroke, the control
computer allows a tiny surge of water
to enter the tube through a valve on the
hose, shooting into the pipe flow from
the side. This causes a small, swirling
disturbance in the water column. It now
migrates a few meters along the flow
until it is in front of a camera. Tiny
platelets in the water light up in the la-

ser light, making the eddies easily visible even to the naked eye. Xu explains
that the computer analyzes this flow
pattern and determines when turbulence forms.

A UNIVERSAL AND
FUNDAMENTAL PHENOMENON
In our blood vessels, the steady blood
flow also switches time and again to
turbulent motion. It occurs particularly in the large blood vessels, such as the
aorta, where it can cause vascular diseases. Evolution, otherwise so inventive, may have been unable to prevent
these eddies in the blood stream, but
it has given rise to the most familiar
sound in our life: the double pulse of
the heartbeat is the acoustic signature
of the turbulence that is being generated at the heart valves.
In Göttingen, we learn that turbulence is both a universal and a fundamental phenomenon of our world. In
the disk of dust around infant stars, it
ensures that the matter can condense
and clump together until a planet is
born. Huge vortices also stir in the
weather factory of our atmosphere.
“Fluid turbulence is probably the most
frequent and important example of a
spatiotemporal disorder in nature,” emphasizes Björn Hof.
Turbulence also plays an important
role in engineering. Combustion en-

There they are: Tiny platelets and laser light
make the water eddies in the glass tube visible.

gines, for example, would be much less
efficient without the thorough turbulent mixing of the injected fuel. And
when we stir milk into our coffee, turbulence helps the two to mix. But often it is not quite so welcome. Air turbulence on aircraft wings or car bodies,
for example, is feared because it pushes up the fuel consumption. And turbulence can significantly increase the
energy consumption in pipe flows, in
the huge network of gas and oil pipelines, for instance.
Turbulence removes valuable kinetic energy from the flow, and the internal friction of the swirling medium
converts this into useless heat. “If you
pump a fluid through a pipe with constant mass flow,” explains Björn Hof,
“the energy needed to do this can increase by a factor of one hundred when
it transitions to turbulent flow!”
>

The trick with the kick: This simulation shows how the researchers are attempting to control turbulence. A fully turbulent flow can be seen
in the tube at the top; the color gradients make the turbulence visible. A skillful kick makes the turbulence disappear (from top to bottom).
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The question as to the exact point at
which a flow suddenly switches over to
turbulence has been motivating Hof for
many years. He is particularly interested in fluids flowing through pipes. Experiments with long glass tubes like
those in Göttingen can also be found at
Hof’s new research facility, the Institute
of Science and Technology (IST) Austria
in Klosterneuburg, near Vienna. The
fluid flowing through the tubes is usually water, sometimes containing additives, and its behavior is detected by
pressure sensors or, alternatively, by lasers and cameras.
With the help of this arsenal, Hof’s
team has been able to solve some stubborn puzzles about the transition to
turbulence in recent years. This may be
astonishing, considering its technical
and social relevance, but what exactly
happens during this transition has only
recently been understood. However,
the systematic research into turbulent
flows in a pipe started more than a hundred years ago. In 1883, British scien-
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tist Osborne Reynolds published his
pioneering work. He developed the
original experiment, which Björn Hof’s
team has now perfected in a high-tech
form. It essentially consisted of a long,
horizontal tube. This was connected to
a supply tank and a type of drainpipe
into which gravity sucked the water
like a pump.

TURBULENT FLOWS CONSUME
LARGE AMOUNTS OF ENERGY
The art of turbulence research consists
in producing conditions that are as uniform, stable and repeatable as possible.
“Since we work mainly with water, even,
for example, extremely thin biofilms
formed by bacteria and algae are a problem,” says Hof. Osborne Reynolds himself put many years of work into the repeatability of his experiments. That was
the only way he could obtain informative results about the conditions under
which steady, “laminar” flows switch
and become turbulent flows.
Foto: Frank Vinken

Hof’s modern experiments work according to the same principle. “You inject a perturbation at the beginning of
the tube and watch to see whether this
small turbulence field survives the journey to the end of the tube,” explains the
physicist. As soon as the eddies no longer decay, the transition point to turbulence is reached. At least that is how
the theory goes.
Reynolds discovered a universal character of flows that would gain enormous
technical significance. In general, only
three properties influence the point
where turbulence can occur for the first
time: the flow velocity, the diameter of
the pipe and the viscosity of the fluid.
That’s easy to understand: the faster the
fluid flows and the further away the
calming and guiding pipe wall is from
the center of the flow, the easier it is for
eddies to form. And the more viscous a
fluid, the more difficult it is for turbulence. A lot of friction in a fluid – this is
precisely what high viscosity means –
has a greater braking effect on the ed-

Photo: Frank Vinken

Eddies in his sights: Björn Hof at one of the experiments with which the Max Planck researchers investigate the formation
of turbulence in pipe flows.
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dies. When we stir milk into our coffee,
the very runny water means we need
much less force to generate mixing turbulence than when we mix two shades
of a viscous emulsion paint.
Reynolds combined the three crucial quantities – flow velocity, pipe diameter and viscosity – in a universal
number. Fluids with the same Reynolds
number generally exhibit the same behavior. This hydrodynamic similarity
makes it possible to carry out wind tunReynolds number: 1,800

nel experiments using scaled-down
models of cars, for example, and transfer the aerodynamic properties thus observed directly to the original size. The
engineers need only ensure that the
Reynolds number of the large cars at
traveling speed corresponds to that of
the small models in the wind tunnel.
According to the same principle, the results of Hof’s experiments can be transferred to pipes with much larger diameters – oil pipelines, for example.
Reynolds number: 2,300

Time

Photos: Frank Vinken (top), MPI for Dynamics and Self-Organization – Baofang Song

Looking into the experiment, which uses specially prepared water to simulate a pulsing blood flow. The pictures show the flow at one point
at intervals of a few tenths of a second. A turbulent eddy migrates from the right into the quiet, laminar water flow.

However, Reynolds also observed something very strange. In his experiments,
the turbulence that set in occurred
only locally at individual spots – and
not always at precisely the same flow
velocity. And this happened despite his
doing everything to keep the conditions as stable as possible. He made
sure the water temperature was constant, for example, which is also very
important in Hof’s experiments.
“For more than a hundred years,
the local changeover between turbulent and laminar regions that Reynolds
observed remained largely unexplained,” says Hof. “Nor could scientists confirm his proposition of a critical velocity above which turbulence is
maintained permanently.” Only a few
years ago, Hof’s team was part of an international research cooperation that
Flow patterns: The laminar, eddy-free regions
are blue. If the flowing medium has a Reynolds
number of 1,800 (left), a turbulent eddy (yellow
and red) disintegrates again; at 2,300, the flow
is fully turbulent (right).

Space (flow through the tube)

Space (flow through the tube)
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demonstrated that individual turbulent eddies decay time and again. “At
first sight this seems to contradict the
proposition of a fixed transition point,”
says the physicist.

THEORETICIANS HAVE BEEN
AGONIZING FOR YEARS
Reynolds had thus discovered an important characteristic, although the
means available to him at the time
meant he couldn’t unravel its deeper
meaning. Generations of theoretical
physicists then agonized over the correct explanation of the transition to
turbulence. When American Nobel laureate in Physics Richard Feynman died
in 1988, he left behind a blackboard on
which he had written a short list of important unsolved problems in physics.
One item on the list was turbulence.
To be fair to the theoretical physicists, it must be said that physics only
recently developed the mathematical
toolbox required for the solution. Apart
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from chaos theory, it is modern statistical physics that is of prime importance here. For this reason, Hof’s experimental group always works closely
with theoretical physicists. The latter
generate models based on the new observations and simulate the flow conditions in the pipes on the computer. If
the virtual flow patterns match the experimental observation reliably and repeatably, then the scientists can assume
that they have gained a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. Hof’s cooperations have succeeded in doing
this several times in the recent past.
One of the greatest challenges for
experimentalists is the statistical nature of the transition to turbulence.
“We have to investigate hundreds of
thousands and even millions of these
processes again and again,” says Hof.
Reliable conclusions can be drawn only
from such a vast quantity of data. Although Hof’s team does this “drudgery”
with its laboratory computers, which
fully automate control of the experi-

ments and record and analyze data,
the work still requires enormous patience. In this way, the physicists succeeded in finding the critical point
Reynolds proposed.
In the beginning, the eddy perturbations injected into the pipe flow remain localized (so-called turbulent
spots) and decay at some point on their
journey. It isn’t possible to predict
when an individual spot of turbulence
will decay in this flow regime. “Turbulent spots have no memory – they don’t
remember the point in time when they
formed,” explains Hof. In this, they resemble a completely different physical
phenomenon, radioactive decay. For
an individual unstable atom, a radioactive uranium atom, for example, it is
also impossible to predict when it will
decay. It is, however, possible to observe a large number of these uranium
atoms and derive a precise statistical
law from their random decays. This is
the half-life, after which it is guaranteed that only half of the atoms present

Photo: iStockphoto

Puzzle in the pipeline: If the flow becomes turbulent in oil pipelines, the additional friction of the viscous liquid consumes up
to 80 percent more pumping energy. In the 1940s, engineers accidentally found that polymers dissolved in the oil calmed the flow.
Max Planck researchers have now discovered why.
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Unexpected discovery: Björn Hof’s team found that a new form of turbulence calms the flow through pipelines as soon
as a small amount of polymer is dissolved in the liquid. It permeates the flow with “good-natured” eddies perpendicular to
the direction of flow (left). In “normal” turbulence, the energy-consuming eddies are longitudinal (right).

at the beginning will still exist. Turbulent spots behave exactly the same way.
The researchers observed that spots
can also create new spots, and this process becomes more frequent at higher
velocities. This process also takes place
on a purely statistical basis, just like radioactive decay. Ultimately, new spots
will be created at a faster rate than individual ones decay. Between the spots,
the flow continues in a nice and calm,
laminar way.

Photos: University of Vermont – Yves Dubief (2)

LIKE A DISEASE THAT SPREADS
THROUGH A COMMUNITY
The multiplication of turbulent spots
reminds the researchers of a different
phenomenon, one that afflicts us especially in winter. “This is similar to how
a disease spreads through a community,” explains Hof. Just like a sick person,
one turbulent spot alone can infect the
laminar flow in its immediate environment. “This isn’t possible twenty meters away in the flow,” says the physicist, “just as someone with influenza
can’t infect someone with whom they
don’t come into contact.”
If the spread of turbulence triumphs
over the decay, the flow passes the first
transition point. This is to be found at
a flow velocity that corresponds to a
Reynolds number of slightly above
2,000: the turbulence becomes permanent. Now individual patches of eddies
are distributed across the laminar flow

like holes in Swiss cheese. However,
there is a second transition point: it
marks the velocity at which the flow becomes fully turbulent. The holes in the
cheese combine, so to speak. The characteristic properties of these two transitions form the focus of Hof’s research.
From a technical point of view, a
fully turbulent flow is full of useless kinetic energy that isn’t available for the
forward thrust through the pipe. For
many technical applications, it would
thus be highly interesting to be able to
specifically switch off turbulence. There
is one astounding finding, in particular, from the research work carried out
at Göttingen that is raising hopes here.
If we imagine the physically possible
states of a pipe flow as a function of the
Reynolds number as a map, then there
are two kingdoms on this map fighting
for supremacy: the land of laminar flow
and the kingdom of turbulence. Above
a Reynolds number of 2,000, the kingdom of turbulence usually seizes power over the pipe world.
Their many years of research work
have enabled Hof’s cooperations to
show that the laminar land is not actually wiped off the map at all. It merely
disappears beyond a horizon where the
flow world is normally unable to reach
it. “The laminar state is fundamentally
always stable, even at high Reynolds
numbers,” explains Hof. So it is still
possible for a current to flow steadily. If
the flow state could be shown a way

into the domain of laminar flow at high
Reynolds numbers, then victory over
the energy-guzzling turbulence would
be possible.

ONE EDDY CHOKES THE NEXT
Hof’s team has been working on realizing this idea for years. In 2010, they
succeeded in achieving a breakthrough
for flows that contain individual turbulent eddies. The trick is surprisingly
simple. Turbulent spots are particularly sensitive at their tail, viewed in the
direction of motion. “The creation of
turbulent eddies here depends on the
thrust of the laminar flow behind it,”
says Hof. The researchers therefore
came up with the idea of generating
further eddies right behind the first
patch of eddies. This “strangles” the
leading patch from behind, because it
cuts it off from its thrust. Though this
extinguishing process works only with
individual turbulent patches, “it gives
us insight into the conditions that turbulence needs to survive even at much
higher velocities,” says Hof.
Today, his group is working on
driving fully turbulent flows back into
the land of laminar flows with the aid
of an intelligent kick of this kind. But
he is also interested in the tricks of
clever engineers, in the oil industry,
for example. They had to struggle with
the problem of turbulence in the oil
pipelines making it dramatically more
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Time
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Space

Briefing: Björn Hof and Duo Xu in front of an experiment to investigate how turbulence forms in a film of water between two sheets
moving against each other. Right: The space-time patterns show how the turbulence decays (top) or propagates (bottom) in this process.

LONG MOLECULES CALM
THINGS DOWN
These long molecules calmed the turbulence so efficiently that the oil could
be pushed through the pipeline with 80
percent less energy loss in the ideal scenario. “Various theories were circulating on what causes this maximum
achievable reduction in friction,” explains Hof. But in 2012, it was his team
that discovered that, at maximum friction, reduction of the flow is dominated by an entirely different type of disordered motion.
This new type of turbulence that
forms in oil enriched with the polymer
was completely unknown until then.
This “elasto-inertial” turbulence, to give
it its scientifically correct name, can
even form at much lower flow velocities
than the conventional “Newtonian” turbulence. But it is much more good-natured, because it increases the internal
friction of the oil to a much lesser extent.
And even more significantly, it suppresses Newtonian turbulence. So a further
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powerful kingdom that seizes power has
turned up on the map of flow states. And
it is a welcome sight for engineers.
What Björn Hof and his colleagues
are doing is basic research, but their

discoveries have the potential to improve many technical applications. And
there’s every probability that they will
hit on further surprises with far-reaching implications.

TO THE POINT
●

Turbulence plays an important role in engineering, a role that is sometimes
useful, sometimes harmful: in engines, it causes a thorough mixing of fuel and air;
in pipelines, it increases the energy required to pump the oil.

●

The precise conditions under which turbulence forms have been the subject of
research since the end of the 19th century, but it is only now that they are slowly
becoming clearer.

●

There are two transition points, which depend on the pipe diameter, the flow
velocity and the viscosity of a fluid at the transition from laminar to turbulent
flow. At the first one, eddies don’t decay. As the flow velocity increases further,
they even produce new eddies. The flow becomes fully turbulent at the second
transition point.

●

Eddies generated in a flowing fluid in a specific way can destroy other eddies.

GLOSSARY
Laminar flow: Steady flow that loses much less forward thrust energy to internal
friction than turbulent flow. A fluid under laminar flow can therefore be pumped with
much less energy.
Reynolds number: The flow behavior of a fluid can be characterized by the Reynolds
number. It increases with flow velocity and pipe diameter and decreases with increasing
viscosity. Flows with the same Reynolds number behave in the same way as far as the
onset of turbulence is concerned.
Viscosity: A measure of the internal friction in a fluid or, descriptively speaking,
of its viscous flow. The more viscous a fluid, the greater the internal friction, and the
more viscous its flow.

Photos: Frank Vinken (left), Physical Review Letters (2, right)

difficult to pump the black gold
through them. In the 1940s, clever engineers discovered a trick by simple trial and error: they mixed a small dose
of long-chain polymer molecules into
the crude oil.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX_XXXXXX

This may look like the milling head of a
tunneling machine but, in fact, it is the mouth
opening of a roundworm magnified 20,000 times.
Behind the row of mouth bristles there are two
claw-shaped teeth with which the animal can
cut open other worms and suck out their insides.
The oral cavity also contains taste buds.
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The Roundworm?

What Teeth!
Worms, beetles and a small island in the middle of the ocean.
For developmental geneticist and evolutionary biologist
Ralf Sommer from the Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology in Tübingen, roundworms and beetles are the
actors and the island of La Réunion the stage on which a
great drama unfolds: an educational piece about evolution,
the diversity of nature, and how it emerges.

TEXT CATARINA PIETSCHMANN

Photo: MPI for Developmental Biology – Erik Ragsdale

I

t is barely 11 a.m. and the mercury
has already hit 29 degrees Celsius.
You could cut through the humid
air with a knife. The first clouds are
gathering and in an hour, if not
sooner, the rain will start bucketing
down and continue to pour for six
hours. It is January, mid-summer on La
Réunion. So far, so predictable.
The Max Planck research container
in the seaport of Le Port is a hive of activity. Ralf Sommer’s colleagues pour
nutrient solution into numerous small
Petri dishes – the temporary home of
today’s catch. The biologists come from
far away. They have flown over 9,000
kilometers from the Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology in
Tübingen to the island, which lies 800
kilometers east of Madagascar in the
Indian Ocean, to collect an unusual research object: a roundworm less than
one millimeter long that goes by the
name of Pristionchus pacificus.

The scientists have been working on
the tropical island, once famous for its
vanilla and known as Île Bourbon,
since 2008. The youngest of the three
islands in the Mascarene group, La
Réunion emerged from the Indian
Ocean around two million years ago.
One of the world’s most active volcanoes still rumbles in the southeast of
the island. However, its main volcano
became extinct around 150,000 years
after a total eruption, leaving behind
the 3,070 meter peak, Piton des Neiges, and three craters, the Cirques.
Consequently, nothing that lives
here can be more than two million
years old. From Ralf Sommer’s perspective, this makes La Réunion a unique
open-air laboratory for his research on
evolution.
La Réunion is a particularly apt name
for the island, as the entire global diversity of Pristionchus pacificus, the cosmopolitan member of this group of round-
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worms, can be found here. The worms
reached the island as stowaways on
beetles. They arrived at different times
and from all four corners of the earth,
though mainly with the help of favorable winds from distant Asia. Thereafter, they developed in tandem with
“their” insect.

THE MYSTERY OF DIVERSITY
Ralf Sommer wants to know how diversity arises and why it is so extensive.
He can already answer these questions
in part: “Existing organisms change
through constant adaptation to the environment. This principle goes back to
Darwin,” explains the 50-year-old scientist. But there is something else going on,
too. “Sometimes diversity also emerges
from something completely new.”
To begin with, phenotypic innovations are often no more than a whim of
nature, a kind of game. In many cases,
however, this is precisely what drives
evolution. According to the findings of
Sommer and his team, this capacity to
“play around” and form different phenotypes plays a key role in the emergence of new forms – experts refer to
this phenomenon as phenotypic plasticity. Sommer and his team hope the
minute creature Pristionchus pacificus
will help them substantiate this thesis.
The worm is also the figurehead of a
controversial research approach. If you
ask five evolutionary biologists what
evolution actually is, you will get at
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least three answers: “a change in development,” say developmental geneticists; “a change in gene frequencies,”
say population geneticists; and “the influence of the environment,” say ecologists. Sommer’s take on it? “In reality,
all three are correct. Unfortunately,
these scientists go to different conferences, publish in different journals and
rarely speak to each other.”
He wants to bring all of these research fields together. Indeed, this is already happening at his department at
the Max Planck Institute in Tübingen.
“We analyze the same processes from

three different perspectives: the adaptations of the genetic material and molecular processes in the laboratory, and
the population genetics of the worms
on the island. The relationship between the worm and the beetles represents the ecological level.” Accordingly, Ralf Sommer’s team includes experts
from a wide variety of disciplines: classical zoologists, developmental geneticists, neurobiologists, molecular biologists, bioinformaticians, ecologists and
population geneticists.
For outsiders, the work carried out
on La Réunion is clearly the most spec-

A chain of extinct volcanoes extends across the entire 70-kilometer width of the island of
La Réunion. The only currently active volcano, the 2,600-meter Piton de la Fournaise, erupts
every two years on average and is one of the most active volcanoes on Earth.

Photos: MPI for Developmental Biology – Jürgen Berger, Ralf Sommer (left), Bento et al., Nature 2010 (right, 3), iStockphoto (below)

Pristionchus pacificus (left) may be just one millimeter long, but it has what it takes: it can form two mouth types (center, right).
The narrow mouth (center) has only one tooth (brown) and is suitable for eating tiny bacteria. The wide mouth (right) has two differently
shaped teeth (brown, blue), which enable the worm to eat other worms.

Simple trapping technology: Like the proverbial
moths, leaf beetles and other insects are attracted
by UV lamps at night.

tacular. As soon as the daily rains stop,
the researchers head off. They travel
across the island in teams of two. Armed
with test tubes and powerful torches,
they continue their journey on foot
through the tropical rainforest. Their
paths lead them past high waterfalls
and craggy cliffs with precipitous drops
to the sea below.

Photo: MPI for Developmental Biology

BED-SHEET BEETLE TRAPS
When they reach their destination, the
scientists install light traps – white bed
sheets lit from behind on which all
kinds of nocturnal creepy crawlies gather when darkness falls. Between December and February, six species of scarab
beetles are on the move searching for females, and like numerous other insects,
they are attracted by the light in the
traps. Then all the biologists have to do
is collect the beetles from the sheets.
“My home is my beetle” – not only
Pristionchus pacificus, but almost every
member of the global Pristionchus family has a predilection for the chubby
six-legged members of the Scarabaeidae
family, which includes native cockchafers, dung beetles, scarabs and stag
beetles.
To each his own, and, accordingly,
each Pristionchus species has chosen a
different beetle as its residence – a
home that is well suited to the worm’s
decadent lifestyle. The worms even
wind themselves around the beetle
while it is developing as a larva in the

20 μm

100 μm
Bean stage

The lifecycle of the roundworm, clockwise
from top left: It begins with the first cell
division. In the “bean stage”, all of the cells
are present in the embryo. Length growth
occurs in the juvenile stages (bottom right).
In the presence of unsuitable living
conditions, such as high temperature or
food shortage, the larva can interrupt its
development and fall into an immobile
“dauer stage”.

Dauer stage

soil. They slow down their own metabolism, close their mouths, reinforce
their protective waxy layer and go into
a kind of dormant state known as the
dauer stage.
Then they wait, and wait, and wait
– until the metamorphosis of the chafer
grub is complete and the beetle finally
hatches, flies off, looks for a partner,
lays eggs, lies down beside them – and
dies. The entire lifecycle of the beetle
can last two, three, or even four years.
But the worms aren’t in any hurry. Their
time finally arrives when the beetle is
dead. This is when the great feast begins: bacteria and fungi slowly decompose the beetle cadaver. The worms
wake up, eat and reproduce. Biologists
refer to this lifestyle as necromenic.
To get back to the beetles from the
Max Planck scientists’ traps: their lives
end in Le Port with the swift cut of a
blade. The two halves of their bodies
are plated in prepared Petri dishes. The
worms begin to reproduce immediately and a rather moldy smell emanates
from the luggage containing around
500 decaying insects on the journey
back to Tübingen.
Pristionchus pacificus is the perfect
object for Sommer’s studies. “The animals are hermaphrodites and can fertilize themselves. Moreover, the cycle from
egg to adult animal takes just four days.
So we have almost 100 generations in a
year.” No laboratory mouse can compete
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with that. What’s more, raising these animals doesn’t require much space: all
that’s needed is two rooms lined with
shelves packed with plastic containers
holding dozens of Petri dishes teeming
with worms. The animals can even be
frozen in a deep sleep and thawed out
again. Over 1,000 Pristionchus strains
are already conserved in liquid nitrogen
in the laboratory in Tübingen.

FROM OLD TO NEW
Ralf Sommer first encountered the
worm in the early 1990s when he was
working with Paul Sternberg in Pasadena, California. Sternberg, a developmental biologist, studies the classic research nematode Caenorhabditis elegans,
but also had other roundworms in his
collection. These included an odd specimen, since determined to be Pristionchus pacificus, that was very similar to
Caenorhabditis elegans, with the exception of its genital opening, which
looked very different. The vulva in both
species is formed from the same precursor cells, but by different genes. So how
does that happen, he wondered.
Today, Sommer knows that the molecules that control its formation are
connected in a different way. This is the
case not only for the vulva; the researchers have also discovered clear differences in the worm’s mouth form.
Pristionchus pacificus has two different

mouth versions: a mouth with just one
tooth, and a mouth with two teeth,
which can cut up food.
Phenotypic plasticity, in other words.
Scientists have been debating for years
whether this concept from ecology
could also play a role in evolutionary
biology. If a species forms different variants of a trait, this increases the chances that one of the variants has an advantage to offer. In extreme cases, this
form will then prevail.
The question remains, however, as to
what can trigger the emergence of such
new traits. In the case of the nematode’s different mouth forms, the answer lies in the food supply: in the immediate aftermath of the host beetle’s
death, bacteria reproduce like crazy.
Many roundworms can consume this
source of nutrition without teeth.
So other nematodes stumbled on the
beetle trick and also target the microorganisms until there is no longer enough
of them for Pristionchus. Then the Pristionchus worms, with their big mouths
and teeth, have an advantage: they can
eat their competitors. But only other
species; Pristionchus is no cannibal.
Pristionchus isn’t the only nematode
with teeth: they are also found in some
related roundworms. “If they arise in the
course of evolution, there are almost always two mouth forms, whose emergence can be manipulated, for example
through starvation,” says Sommer.

Photo: MPI for Developmental Biology

(1 μm = one thousandth of a millimeter)
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This process can also be observed in
the laboratory: if bacteria are available
in abundance in the Petri dish, progeny with just one tooth have the advantage. This mouth form makes it easy for
the animals to eat bacteria. However,
almost all of the offspring of worms exposed to food shortages quickly develop a mouth with two teeth. The biologists now know the gene responsible
for this changeover: eud-1. When it is
switched off, there will be only animals
with one tooth.
As in the case of vulva development,
when it comes to the intake of food,
evolution also relies on tried-and-trusted solutions: Pristionchus worms use
the same genes and neurons as their
toothless relative Caenorhabditis ele-

gans. However, they are interconnected differently in the predatory worms.
On the whole, evolution appears to
have assembled the components for the
development of the teeth from different
building sites. The researchers identified
a hormone receptor and the corresponding steroid hormone that controls
both tooth formation and the development of the dauer stage. This is a clever
move by nature, as dormancy, which is
older from an evolutionary perspective,
is also dependent on the food supply:
the larvae take a break only when the
food supply is insufficient.
Biologists refer to this important
principle of evolutionary biology as cooption. “To produce an innovation,
you take an existing genetic module

and redesignate it. Evolution is simply
lazy. Instead of inventing something
new from scratch over and over again,
it takes existing things and adapts them
for a different purpose.” This gets to the
point that the function of a gene is reversed. Quod licet Iovi, non licet bovi – in
other words, gods may do what cattle
may not.
The more Pristionchus worms are
present in a place, the more animals
will enter the dauer stage. But how does
Pristionchus measure the competition
around it? And how does it realize that
its beetle is dead when it is dormant?
The answer here is small molecules.
“Our worms communicate with each
other through chemical messenger substances, so-called pheromones.” Ralf

Photos: MPI for Developmental Biology

Beetles like the rhinoceros beetle Oryctes borbonicus (top left), which is found only on La Réunion, are transported from the traps in the
mountains of La Réunion (right) to the Max Planck Institute in Tübingen in Petri dishes (center left). On the journey, the roundworms wake
from their dormancy and start to colonize the beetle cadavers (bottom left).
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Phylogenetic tree of all forms of Pristionchus
pacificus. The island of La Réunion represents
almost the entire world for the roundworm:
practically the entire diversity of P. pacificus on
Earth is found on this single island (light green).
Considerable formal diversity is also found in
Japan (brown), the original home of the species.

down and the worm goes “into dauer”,
as Sommer says.
Pristionchus pacificus, however, can
do even more: it has developed a completely new chemical language that it
alone can understand. Ralf Sommer
opens a file on the screen and contin-

Eduardo Moreno (left) and Ralf Sommer measure the movement behavior of the worms in
a Petri dish using a high-resolution camera. With the help of a tube, they can alter the oxygen
and carbon dioxide concentration in the dish and thus reproduce the air conditions at
different altitudes on La Réunion.
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ues eagerly. “Its pheromones are far
more complex than anything Caenorhabditis has to offer.” The individual Pristionchus strains on La Réunion
actually have different pheromone repertoires – even when they live on the
same beetle.

HELP WITH PARASITE RESISTANCE
Various chemical compounds, such as
fatty acids, sugars and amino acids, are
connected with each other. Some molecules are reminiscent of antibiotics.
They may even include potentially interesting pharmacological substances.
Some of Sommer’s colleagues suspect
that the worms help the beetles defend themselves from parasites while
they are alive, as the Pristionchus genome was found to contain corresponding sections for anti-fungal toxins. Some of the substances have
already been produced in the laboratory. “We now know that some of them
induce dauer stages, and others control
the mouth form.”
Hence, evolution produces diversity with the help of phenotypic plasticity and co-option. In this way, the
roundworms, which include over one
million species, have become the larg-

Graphic: MPI for Developmental Biology; photo: Axel Griesch

Sommer’s enthusiasm for his subject
becomes evident here. It was already
known that Caenorhabditis elegans emits
messenger substances to communicate
with members of its own species and the
environment. Once a certain concentration is reached, the hatches are battened

Photo: Axel Griesch

On ice: Ralf Sommer has conserved over
1,000 Pristionchus strains in liquid nitrogen.
He now has a better understanding of how
this diversity has arisen.

est group of animals. They are found in
the soil, in freshwater and on the ocean
floor. Some live as parasites in plants,
animals and humans.
The Tübingen-based scientists have
since collected beetles and worms on
all continents, including 30 new Pristionchus species and four related genera. They have decoded the genomes
of 300 strains and produced phylogenetic trees. They regularly make astonishing new discoveries in the course of
this process. For example, they discovered a special formation the worms
have developed to withstand lean periods. While other roundworms remain
separate, Pristionchus dauers climb on
top of each other until they form an approximately one-centimeter-long extension, a “worm tower” or “dauer tower,” so to speak. This makes it easier for
them to be adopted by a new beetle
when the old one no longer provides
any food.
And unlike other worms, they can
even swim on water, thanks to a waterrepellant wax. “And another amazing
fact: this is the longest-known wax in
the animal kingdom. A symmetrical ester with a total of 60 carbon units.”
The ingenuity displayed by nature
in the case of these modest roundworms can only hint at the endless diversity at work in bigger organisms.
As Ralf Sommer sees it, this is proof
that the differences between the organisms are greater than previously assumed. “We have long allowed ourselves to be blinded by the relatively
small number of genes and the fact that
the same signaling cascades are found
in different organisms,” he says. “Even
if this doesn’t go down well with those
in biomedicine: studying worms, flies
and fish to gain a better understanding
of humans doesn’t work. The detailed
make-up of the organisms found on
Earth is simply too varied.”

TO THE POINT
●

The different variants of a characteristic such as the mouth form of the roundworm
Pristionchus pacificus create the raw material for evolution. New species can emerge
as variants compete for the best adaptation.

●

Evolution is sparing with new inventions. It prefers to rely on tried-and-trusted
solutions, adapting them and using them for new purposes. For example, genes for
the dauer stage in the roundworm are also used for controlling the mouth form.

GLOSSARY
Dauer stages: Like many other organisms, roundworms can take breaks, during which
they reduce their metabolic activity dramatically. Several scientists suspect that the
infectious stages of parasitic roundworms arose from such dauer stages. As is the case
with parasites, the dauer stages in worms are often associated with the colonization
of other organisms. Moreover, they not only resemble the infectious forms externally,
but they also use very similar genes and signaling pathways in their cells.
Necromeny: Animal species with necromenic lifestyles take advantage of the death of
another organism without accelerating it in any way. For example, the roundworm
Pristionchus pacificus stays on beetles in a state of dormancy from which it wakes up only
when the insect dies. It feeds on the microorganisms and other roundworms present on
the dead animal. Necromeny could be a preliminary stage of parasitism, for example
when the worm moves on to living off the beetle while it is still alive.
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A Four-Legged
Early-Warning System
In many parts of the world, goats are important suppliers of milk, meat and hides. However,
Martin Wikelski, Director at the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology in Radolfzell, has very
different plans for these modest animals: he wants to use them to predict volcanic eruptions.

O

n July 18, 387 BCE, the residents of Rome were still
lying peacefully in their
beds as danger approached
from the north. The Celts
were marching toward the city, threatening to destroy it. Only a couple of
geese, so the legend goes, were awake at
the time. They lived on the Capitoline
Hill, in a temple dedicated to the goddess Juno. They are said to have woken
the sleeping inhabitants with their loud
quacking and thus saved the Capitoline.
Today, every guide book on Rome
includes the story of the vigilant geese,
but this story is by no means the only
example of animals prophesying impending doom. Roman naturalist Pliny
the Elder, who died when Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79 CE, reported that
birds become restless before earthquakes. In modern times, too, we’ve
seen time and again animals behaving
strangely before natural disasters – and
such diverse species as elephants, dogs,
snakes, toads, fish, bees and even ants.
In February 1975, near the Chinese
metropolis of Haicheng, numerous
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snakes were seen that had slithered out
of their hideaways in the middle of
winter and frozen to death in the snow.
Shortly thereafter, the city was rocked
by earth tremors with a magnitude of
7.3. The residents were evacuated in
time due in no small part to the reptiles’
abnormal behavior. In March 2009, at
San Ruffino Lake in Italy’s Abruzzo region, the toads that are normally found
here in great numbers suddenly disappeared in the middle of the spawning
season. A few days later, an earthquake
destroyed the nearby town of L’Aquila.

WATER BUFFALO AND CHICKENS
MAY SAVE LIVES
Before the devastating seaquake of 2004,
too, many animals exhibited different
behaviors than normal. Elephants in Sri
Lanka, for example, sensed the danger
long before the tsunami hit the coast,
and fled inland. People who instinctively followed them were saved from
death. “When animals go crazy, run
away from the sea and go to the highlands,” advises an Indonesian children’s

song. It comes from Simeulue island,
off the coast of Sumatra, close to the
epicenter of the quake. Because the inhabitants had learned from their ancestors to correctly interpret the behavior
of chickens and water buffalo, they
were able to save themselves from the
tsunami. Despite enormous property
damage, there were only a few deaths
on Simeulue.
“There are many anecdotes about
animals being able to foresee disasters
such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, but hardly any systematic studies,” says Martin Wikelski, Director at
the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology in Radolfzell and professor at the
University of Konstanz. “But scientists
in this field don’t have it easy, either,”
he grumbles. “One can quickly be dismissed as a sort of diviner.”
Wikelski, who in 2008 moved to
Lake Constance from Princeton University and has since headed the venerable
ornithological station in Radolfzell,
doesn’t let that discourage him. He
would like to test whether animals can
be used as biological early-warning sys-
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Modest ruminants: Goats live year-round on the slopes
of Mount Etna in Sicily. The animals have a keen instinct
for what’s happening inside the volcano.
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Severe eruptions occur from time to time when the volcano spews
ash clouds and rocks several kilometers into the atmosphere.

tems for natural disasters such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. He’s
even had his idea patented: the project, which he submitted to the European Patent Office with the support of
the technology transfer company Max
Planck Innovation, is called DAMN
(Disaster Alert Mediation using Nature).
Insurance companies have already expressed interest.

ANIMAL OBSERVATION AROUND
THE CLOCK
The idea for this unusual project wasn’t
all that absurd for the avid behavioral
scientist. Wikelski records animal migrations and behaviors around the
globe. His focus isn’t restricted to migratory birds, but includes a broad range of

wildlife. Using radio transmitters, he
tracks storks on their way from Europe
to Africa, monarch butterflies on their
journey from Canada to Mexico, and
the wanderings of rodents that disseminate seeds in the South American
rainforest.
The small tachographs the scientist
uses for this can not only report the exact GPS coordinates of the wearer, but
also measure acceleration in different
directions. This enables the researchers to draw conclusions about the animal’s behavior.
“This technology allows us to conduct our observations around the
clock,” says Martin Wikelski. The Max
Planck Director sees in this a unique
opportunity that he would like to take
advantage of: “If we attach transmitters

to different animals in regions prone to
natural disasters and record their behavior, we can subsequently find out
which animals would have predicted,
for example, a volcanic eruption or an
earthquake.” Then the researchers could,
in the future, use these candidates as an
early-warning system.

FIELD RESEARCH AT THE FOOT
OF THE VOLCANO
A visionary idea, but was it also practicable? To show that it was, Wikelski
and his colleagues launched an unusual field trial in April 2011. “If we want
to study how animals behave before a
volcanic eruption or an earthquake, we
can’t do it in the lab,” the researcher explains. “We have to actually wait for
such an event to occur.” That can sometimes take quite a while. The chances
for the Radolfzell scientists were relatively good in Sicily.
Mount Etna, towering 3,352 meters
above the island’s east coast, is the
most active volcano in Europe. Most
eruptions affect only the immediate
vicinity of the crater, posing no danger for nearby people and animals.
However, severe eruptions do occur
from time to time, with the volcano
spewing ash clouds and rocks several
kilometers into the atmosphere, and
streams of lava making their way down
into the valley. These so-called paroxysms are frequently accompanied by
massive explosions.

Grabbing the goat by the horns: For his field
trial, Martin Wikelski fitted a few animals
with transmitters that he had specially
produced for the study. At the front of the
collar is a battery pack that supplies power
for many months. The GPS logger and the
electronics are located on top, where
reception and transmission are strongest.
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Goat 1910

Although Etna is one of the bestresearched volcanos in the world, it
has not yet been possible to reliably
predict such events over the long term
– especially as regards the intensity of
the eruption. Martin Wikelski and his
colleagues thus wanted to find out
whether there are animals that can do
this better.

INSPIRATION FROM HISTORICAL
WRITINGS
In their search for suitable candidates,
the scientists also turned to ancient
myths for inspiration: “Originally, we really did consider geese,” recalls Wikelski.
“Then we asked locals who have been
living with their animals at the foot of
Mount Etna for generations. They said:
Forget the geese, use goats instead!” The
people in the region knew their animals
extremely well and thus knew that they

have a keen instinct for impending natural phenomena. “A shepherd then
promptly made eight goats available to
us,” reports the behavioral scientist.
Most of the time, the animals live in
small herds on the slopes of the volcano. They are driven into the valley only
twice each year. The scientists used one
such opportunity to fit the goats with
transmitter collars in place of the bells
they would normally get. Weighing 390
grams, the devices, which Wikelski had
specially produced for the experiment,
record both the exact GPS position and
the acceleration on three axes and allow
the data to be read via a local radio network. Back home on their computer, the
researchers can access the data and, using special software, visualize the movement patterns and the behavior of the
goats on the monitor.
Martin Wikelski zooms in on a map
of the area around Etna. The image

By circuitous routes: The devices on the
goats’ collars record the GPS position at
frequent intervals. Using this data, the
researchers can trace on the monitor which
routes an individual animal has taken (top).
Most of the time the goats, being social
animals, travel in groups (bottom).
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SMALL EXPLOSIONS BEFORE
THE BIG BLAST
“There!” Martin Wikelski points to a
restless up and down of thin blue lines
that runs across the entire width of the
monitor. The graphic correlates to early January 2012. At one point, the lines
are so long that they reach the top edge
of the image, before dropping again.
“Here, the goats suddenly get very active,” says Wikelski, interpreting the
pattern. “Something has unsettled
them.” Coincidence? Or perhaps a stray
dog that has wandered near the animals? Wikelski ruled that out at the
start: “The animals wearing the transmitters aren’t traveling together in a
group. When all of them nevertheless
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react almost simultaneously, there must
really be something going on.”
The data of the Istituto Nazionale di
Geofisica e Vulcanologia revealed just
what that was. The institute operates 26
automated measuring stations around
Mount Etna; in addition, scientists are
regularly on the premises to record the
volcanic activity. Therefore, the number of eruptions, the start and duration
of an eruption and its progression are
well documented. The researchers at
Radolfzell were thus able to establish
that, on January 4, 2012 at around
10:20 p.m., a severe eruption began –
about six hours after the goats had been
so unusually active.
Although the seismologists had already registered smaller explosions on
the morning of January 4 using infrasound detectors, they were unable to
predict the intensity of the eruption.
Fountains of lava were shooting out of
the crater until noon of the following
day, and the ash column reached more
than 7 kilometers up into the atmosphere. “We would have been able to
predict this event with our data,” says
Martin Wikelski.
To ensure the statistical validity of
their findings, the scientists continued
their study for two years. During this
time, they registered 27 eruptions, 7 of
which were large paroxysms. Altogether, 17 goats and 4 sheep took part in the

study. They confirmed that Wikelski’s
idea actually worked: whenever a major eruption was imminent, the animals were already perturbed hours before, running up and down or hiding
under bushes and trees when they had
the opportunity.

THRESHOLD VALUES FOR
RECOGNIZING DANGER
By recording the animals’ movements
around the clock, the researchers
learned how to interpret this behavior
correctly. They registered how strongly
the activity level varied under normal
conditions and how it increased before
a major eruption. Using statistical
methods, they were able to quantify
the variation and establish clear threshold values for the various day and night
times. If the activity level exceeded
such a critical value, this was a sure sign
that an eruption was imminent. This
would have allowed the scientists to reliably predict each of the seven major
eruptions. Smaller eruptions, on the
other hand, had no impact on the animals’ activity.
But how do the goats notice the impending danger – do they have something like a sixth sense? “We don’t yet
know how they do that,” says Martin
Wikelski. “Perhaps they perceive the
smell of rising magma leaking through
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shows the northern slopes of the volcano, with the little town of Randazzo at
the lower left corner. “Goat 1910” is
written at the top left. A jumble of pink
lines indicates where the goat called
“1910” has wandered to. Clicking on
any line shows the date and time.
“Thanks to the acceleration data, we
not only know the routes the goat has
covered, but we can also reconstruct
what it did,” explains Wikelski. Whether the animals sleep, eat, run or jump
over the lava rocks – each of these behaviors produces a characteristic acceleration pattern.

Acceleration

Sum of acceleration values
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Fiery spectacle: During an eruption, streams of lava shoot out of Etna’s crater (left page). As the acceleration data show – here using a goat
as an example – the animals suddenly become very active before such an event (arrow in the graphic on the left). A comparison of the activity
levels over the course of several nights (bottom curves in the graphic on the right) for all goats wearing transmitters shows a rapid increase
in the night before a major eruption (dark blue curve).

the ground.” Gases containing substances like sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide seep out of the fiery molten rock.
But even if the mechanism hasn’t
yet been clarified, the animals do seem
to be superior to the technical equipment currently available to volcanologists when it comes to early detection.
The instruments register an impending
eruption only shortly before it occurs,
leaving little time for evacuation. Nor
does this technology provide any precise information about how severe an
eruption will be.
So will we have a “goat detector”
for future volcanic eruptions? “Well,
first we have to find out whether what
works at Etna also works in other regions of the world,” says Wikelski.
“Another thing that is important for
an effective early-warning system is to
record the behavior around the clock
in real time, even when the animals
happen to be in an area with poor signal reception.”
The ICARUS (International Cooperation for Animal Research Using Space)
project, which was launched by the
Radolfzell scientists, could make such
global observations significantly easier
– even in uninhabited regions where
there is no cellular network. The objective of ICARUS is to record the movements of animals around the globe

from space. The project has enjoyed the
sponsorship of the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) since March 2013 and is
supported by the Russian Federal Space
Agency, also known as Roscosmos.

RECEIVING STATION
IN SPACE
Astronauts are planning to install a receiving antenna on the International
Space Station (ISS) in late 2015 specifically for this project. The antenna is
configured to receive the data from
thousands of transmitters, which an
onboard computing system will then
analyze. The Max Planck Society has
been financing the miniaturization of
the ICARUS radio chips since December 2013, to allow the project to monitor even small animals.

However, the flight path of the ISS
means that ICARUS can read the small
transmitters only one to four times per
day. So in its current form it isn’t yet
suitable as an early-warning system. In
the future, additional small satellites fitted with appropriate equipment could
make seamless observation possible.
With such sophisticated technology, Martin Wikelski is convinced that
scientists could soon not only be tracking goats on Etna, but also following
other animals around the world that
can predict volcanic eruptions or earthquakes. But the Max Planck researcher
doesn’t expect this to happen through
high-tech alone. He plans to continue
to follow the lead of local traditions,
which is why the chickens and water
buffalo of Simeulue already top his list
of promising candidates.

TO THE POINT
●

Since ancient times, different animal species have been considered helpful indicators of natural phenomena such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

●

Researchers attached transmitters to goats and sheep at Mount Etna to document
their behavior. This showed that the animals are indeed able to indicate when the
volcano is about to erupt.

●

The ICARUS project includes plans to install an antenna on the International Space
Station (ISS) to record animal movements from space. This may make it possible
one day to derive global predictions of natural disasters.
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Worlds of Emotions
A cultural historian at a psychological research institute? Ute Frevert considers herself an advocate
of the humanities – and enjoys putting the concepts and methods of her empirically oriented
colleagues from the field of natural sciences to the test time and again. To support her arguments,
the Director at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin occasionally calls on
witnesses such as Romeo and Juliet, Frederick the Great, and even Angela Merkel.

A

h yes, the years she spent in
America! It’s entirely possible that Ute Frevert will incorporate an account of her
own personal experiences
into a symposium on quality standards
in the humanities. For example, how
she was appointed to Yale University in
2002, the friendly invitation she received upon her first visit, how she met
the students shortly after her arrival, in
a very casual setting at that, and how
everyone listened to what she had to
say – in the lecture hall, at lunch with
colleagues, during a question-and-answer session in the library.
Her lecture didn’t miss the mark.
The university policy experts, research
managers and foundation directors in
the audience were genuinely impressed.
Perhaps they were even a bit envious of
the admiration with which students in
the US view their lecturers, the way famous researchers appreciate their staff,
politicians esteem the professors, professors in turn respect their students,
and how all of them together value
their academic education system.
What was even more astounding,
however, was the fact that the report

was presented from a first-person perspective – very candid, very personal.
But who said that discourse among researchers had to be based solely on endless lists of figures derived from empirical experiments? At the end of the day,
aren’t scientific facts always gathered
with the express aim of developing a
convincing storyline?

THE ONLY HISTORIAN AMONG
MANY PSYCHOLOGISTS
Ute Frevert has fond memories of those
five years she spent as a faculty member at the prestigious university on
America’s east coast. Her husband, sociologist Ulrich Schreiterer, and two of
their three children had joined her
and also settled well into their new
home. Frevert talks about the transparency and fairness of the procedures,
about researchers and teachers who
would occasionally come over from
other departments to listen to her deliberations on the history of the present age in which they were all living.
And about the students – her “Yalies,”
handpicked and highly motivated –
who read and reflected and debated

with so much enthusiasm that she
soon accepted them as colleagues with
whom she could see eye to eye. As future colleagues, anyway.
As Director at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin, Ute Frevert’s position is an entirely different one. Being the only
historian among many psychologists
is a fundamental challenge that she
must accept every day anew. Whatever the constellation, she is always different from the rest: on the institute’s
four-person Board of Directors, on the
institute’s various committees, and
when discussing the projects of young
researchers at the assembly. She is always faced with confrontations that
she must rework into proposals, and as
an advocate of the humanities, she
must constantly defend a counter
model vis-à-vis a sizeable group of colleagues who seem to show a much
greater interest in the natural science
aspects of their disciplines.
Does the institute’s classical modern
architecture, with its staircases, open
bridges, nerve centers and synaptic
connections, have anything to do with
the fact that so many of the researchers

Ute Frevert draws on such examples as Hillary Clinton and Frederick the Great to illustrate the value of her research, thereby countering the
erroneous yet widespread preconception that emotions are independent of historical events. As a matter of fact, they, too, follow the zeitgeist.
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working here are currently fascinated
by brain physiology and neuroplasticity? And does she feel like a big fish in a
small pond in this environment? “No,”
says the researcher, and laughs: “But
nor am I a small female fish in a pond
full of big male fish.”

EDUCATION AS A SPHERE OF
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
The person who came up with this bold
idea – appointing her a Director – was,
of course, Paul Baltes; “of course” because the former institute Director, who
passed away in 2006, based his scientific work on the principle of thinking
outside the box. A person who takes a
risk and is able to ensure that the methods and findings of developmental
psychology, which were previously
limited to toddlers and adolescents,
are expanded to comprise the entire
human lifespan, a person who establishes the aging of society and elderly
existence as extremely urgent research
fields in their own right – such a person
can’t help but break out of the conven-
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tional pattern of thinking limited by
predefined categories and cubbyholes.
And such a person would also appoint a female historian who is well
versed in literature and art history, with
a solid foundation in sociology and politics, to show her esteemed colleagues
from the field of psychology that, outside of their laboratories and beyond the
limits of their empirical research, bright
and imaginative minds are working on
giving reality a structure of its own.
Ute Frevert herself must have been
quite surprised when she heard the
news. In an interview with the German newspaper ZEIT conducted shortly thereafter, she referred to herself as a
“risky appointment”. Up until the day
she received the phone call from the
Max Planck Institute, she had never cooperated with psychologists on an academic level. Today she says: “I see myself in a continuum of innovative ideas.”
And yet it seems that she was predestined for the field of educational research and human development. For
Frevert, born in Germany’s Lippe region
in 1954 as the daughter of a tradesman

and a secretary, education has always
been directed toward personal development, never merely a means to an end,
always an objective and a subject in itself. She successfully worked through
the educational system, soon thereafter
represented it, and now works as a researcher intent on exploring that same
system’s potential. Upon graduating
from high school at the age of 16, she
was granted a scholarship from the German National Academic Foundation
and studied in Münster, at the London
School of Economics, and in Bielefeld,
where men such as Hans-Ulrich Wehler,
Niklas Luhmann, Norbert Elias and Jürgen Kocka shaped the intellectual climate, helping the subject of history gain
new relevance as a social science and
steering it in a new direction.
Frevert completed her post-doctoral
habilitation thesis on the duel in bourgeois society. She focused on the question of honor, male honor in particular,
thus embarking on the path that would
shape her future career: researching
the history of emotions. She soon established herself as a prominent scientist in
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In front of her desk in her office in Berlin, Ute Frevert keeps a copy of an election poster portraying Angela Merkel along with just one single word:
“Trust”. The concept has degenerated into a term that serves as nothing more than a substitute for a defined electoral program.
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Top: Willy Brandt kneeling in Warsaw or Hillary Clinton shedding tears – the historian studies such
examples as proof of the development of emotional states. Bottom: Interior aspect of the Max
Planck Institute for Human Development with its staircases and open bridges.

the field of gender research, was granted
professorships in Constance, at FU Berlin and in Bielefeld, became a member of
the British Academy, the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities and the Leopoldina Academy of
Sciences, and authored books on masculinity and emotions, military service and
civil society, gender differences in the
modern age, and transitory emotions
[Vergängliche Gefühle], which is also the
title of one of her publications.
And should anyone flippantly remark that studying emotions and their
historical development is a typically female endeavor, the 1998 Leibniz Prize
winner will gladly quote a long list of
studies on friendship and trust, shame
and honor, male pride and compassion
– a list of male authors that doesn’t begin with Immanuel Kant and certainly
doesn’t end with the think tanks of
modern neuroscience. This goes to
show that objective science always depends in part on the subjects it studies.

Photos: Uli Schreiterer (top), Rainer Gollmer (bottom)

ON THE PLASTICITY OF
EMOTIONAL STATES
By all accounts, she is doing a very
good job. Baltes had already passed
away by the time she took office in Berlin in 2008. This didn’t make her start
at the institute any easier. Yet Ute Frevert is a woman who, first of all, knows
how to gracefully assume her place in
the spotlight, and secondly, enjoys controversial debates. You can tell right
away by her beaming smile that she is
not one to shy away from disputes, and
that she takes pleasure in completing
her mentor’s coup.
With that same smile on her face,
she recounts the day she was introduced to the Max Planck Society’s Scientific Council, and how more than
one member of the audience was visibly perplexed: The history of emotions?
Seriously? Romeo and Juliet, Pocahontas and the British captain John Smith,
or Frederick the Great and his vicissitu-

dinous relationship with his royal subjects – honestly, how is empirical research supposed to benefit from this?
The way in which feelings are expressed
can possibly change, they conceded, as
may the event triggering such emotions. But emotional perception itself is
surely independent of historic events.
Frevert assuaged her colleagues’
concerns: psychological research can
benefit from the ideas, from the observable fact that the concept of “being” is
subject to constant change. The proven benefit, she said, lies in the historic
evidence of changing mental states, of
trends, norms and expectations, the
zeitgeist and the influence of emotional models. In short, it lies in the realization that each emotional reaction must
be studied within the context in which
it occurred.
Love, pity, trust – these were and
still are topics that Ute Frevert addresses, giving researchers from her own discipline as well as from other areas of
study insight into the history of culture
and ideas, and thus also into the plasticity of emotional states. For the Prussian king Frederick, who was still firmly rooted in the principle of absolutism,
trust was perhaps a grandiose herald of
a new age derived from the philosophy
of the Enlightenment; sometimes it was
merely a yearning, and sometimes probably also a tactical manner of dealing
with his subjects.
For Angela Merkel, in the run-up to
the most recent German elections, the
same concept remained nothing more
than a term chosen to serve as a substitute for a defined electoral program,
marking the divide between the nation’s government and its voters. The
election posters portrayed Chancellor
Merkel accompanied by just one single
word: “Trust” [Zuversicht]. Ute Frevert
keeps a copy of this poster in front of
her desk in her office in Berlin, as if to
say: this is what it has come to.
Former German Chancellor Willy
Brandt kneeling in Warsaw, Hillary Clin-
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ton shedding tears, and Vladimir Putin
embracing the victims’ families after the
plane crash in Smolensk in 2010: the
historian studies examples like these as
proof of how emotional states develop,
how they unfold, then spread, and later
become precisely calculated “politics of
emotion” [Gefühlspolitik], as Ute Frevert
called one of her books.
Last year she published a book titled
Vertrauensfragen [questions of trust],
outlining the history of a major emotion that springs from the autonomy of
the enlightened human being, an emotion that has become an obsession of
the modern age – and that ultimately
loses its meaning due to the fact that it
is all too often misused in the world of
politics, finance and cheap advertising.
Using the concept of trust to advertise
an insurance company or a blend of
coffee is downright nonsense.
By interacting with their parents,
children acquire a sense of basic trust
that will significantly impact their
sense of “being.” But is it possible to
trust an institution in principle? In her
book, the historian doesn’t shy away
from discussing the case of Gerold
Becker, the head of the German Odenwald boarding school who sexually
abused young boys. Several decades
passed before his crimes finally became
public knowledge.
Naturally, all of the debates that ensued focused not only on promiscuity,
pedophilia and pedagogical eros, but
also on one concept in particular: trust.
Trust that was placed in someone, that
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was demanded, betrayed, trampled on
and forfeited. The fact that the educational researcher Hellmut Becker, the
founder of the very same Max Planck
Institute at which Ute Frevert now
works, played a less than reputable role
in the affair makes her questions of
trust appear in an even more controversial light.

DIPLOMACY: A NECESSARY AND
PRUDENT VIRTUE
Frevert conducts her research using
sources that are grippingly honest:
books, letters, newspapers. Everything
that historians have commonly used as
source material: documents, certificates, accounts by contemporary witnesses, even artwork, poetry, fiction
and music. She puts Goethe, Wagner
and Shakespeare up for discussion, Rodin, Kafka, Bach and Dostoyevsky – are
they not all ideal witnesses of the states
of mind and the cognitive structures
that defined their respective eras? Did
they not express certainties and convictions, passions, intuitions and sentiments that carry on to this day? Were
they not true psychologists in these
matters? And why, oh why, is modern
psychology so reluctant to acknowledge these facts?
Incidentally, the issue of taking a
risk with her appointment has, for the
most part, resolved itself. The bridges
that she is called to build at her institute
must be walked onto from both ends,
after all, and Ute Frevert considers this
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As an advocate of the humanities, Ute Frevert reminds her colleagues from the natural sciences
that the world isn’t always as clear and unambiguous as they make it out to be in their labs.

a good opportunity. Together with Tania Singer, Director at the Max Planck
Institute for Human Cognitive and
Brain Sciences in Leipzig, for example,
she attempted to approach the concept
of emotional plasticity from two fundamentally different vantage points.
Seeing the synapses light up in the
MRI scan left an impression on her, Frevert later admits, but her view of science has remained intact for now. Instead, she recommended her colleague
read up on what Adam Smith or David
Hume had to say on the subject of sympathy. And Tania Singer was truly impressed, says Frevert.
So does that mean it’s possible to
study emotions and how they are influenced by external factors without having
to use an outrageously expensive laser
scanner to analyze the brain? Once
again, Ute Frevert smiles and says nothing. In her position, diplomacy, or in other words, the politics of emotion, is a necessary and very prudent virtue to have.
Not that she is withholding any objections. That is, after all, the reason she
was appointed. What does worry her a
little, however, is that the piece of advice
she keeps giving young psychologists –
with their strictly controlled studies
from which any inkling of uncertainty
has been expunged – could eventually
start to get on her colleagues’ nerves:
“Allow your views to be more complex!”
she reminds them. “The world is not as
clear and unambiguous as you make it
out to be in your labs.”
Of course, she is also aware of the
constraints and customs governing the
work of many young researchers. Their
“presentist” perspective, as she calls it,
is mired in the present and bound by it
alone. “Historical amnesia,” she says,
while having lunch with her colleagues.
And the institute’s other Directors believe she may be right, because at the
end of the day, they are all agreed: as a
result of the pressure to compute, evaluate and present their findings, experimentally oriented psychologists simply don’t have the time to concern
themselves with the cultural, historical
or political contexts of their concepts.

CULTURE & SOCIETY_Personal Portrait

»

Empathy, morality, openness, curiosity and sentimental education –
these are all educational goals.

Photo: Corbis

Yet on the other hand, Frevert criticizes, the psychologists wouldn’t even
think to do such a thing. Instead, she
praises the research cycles of her own
discipline, where rounded out, argumentatively sound books – classic masterpieces – remain the measure of a scientist’s work and success.
Frevert therefore also develops
models to be applied outside of her institute – models that go beyond the lab
results her colleagues observe in psychology, complementing or specifying

these findings, often even defining entirely different paths and objectives altogether. Every now and then, she
thinks back to the warmth and the
sense of community she experienced
during her stay in the US. She envisages fostering vocational training and
making it more attractive, as well as
gearing academic studies toward individuals who not only possess the necessary skills, but who also demonstrate
a strong and unwavering will to think
and reflect.

She envisions promoting the longterm exchange of ideas, cultures and
social backgrounds between schools –
the same experience her children enjoyed and benefited from during their
years in America. And with regard to
education, Frevert isn’t afraid to define
goals that her colleagues from the empirical departments probably consider
much too historical: empathy, morality, openness, curiosity and, yes, sentimental education.

In the humanities, published books remain the measure of all things,
which is why libraries – as here at Yale University, Frevert’s former
domain – are of such prime importance.
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The Cartographers
of Dead Thoughts
The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Brain Research was founded in Berlin 100 years ago.
The first Director was Oskar Vogt, an ambitious scientist who became famous when
he investigated Lenin’s brain. His wife Cécile and he provided important findings on the
structure of the cerebral cortex – and also labored under a misconception or two.
TEXT ELKE MAIER

The request Oskar Vogt received from Moscow in January 1925
was, in itself, nothing special for the avid neuroscientist: he was
to examine the brain of a dead person. To this end, the brain would
be cut into thin slices to make its microstructure visible under the
microscope. However, the fact that it was the brain of Vladimir
Ilyich Lenin made it a matter of far-reaching political significance.
The revolutionary leader died at his estate in Gorki on January
21, 1924 at the age of just 53. At his autopsy, his brain, severely impacted by multiple strokes, was removed and preserved in formalin. It was hoped that a detailed brain analysis would now shed
light on just what was behind Lenin’s exceptional intellect.
Oskar Vogt seemed to be just the right man for this important
assignment: the 54-year-old was one of the world’s leading neuroscientists and was very familiar with brain anatomy and pathology, neurology and psychiatry. Under his guidance, his technical
assistant Margarete Woelcke produced in Moscow, between mid1925 and mid-1927, an extensive series of sections of Lenin’s brain,
thousands of paraffin-embedded slides.
Vogt undertook the histological study in the Moscow Brain
Research Institute, the “Pantheon of brains,” which had been specially founded for the investigation of Lenin’s brain – with Oskar
Vogt as its Director. He summarized his findings as follows: The
cortex layer III revealed an enormous number of unusually large
pyramidal cells. This gave Lenin’s brain a “far richer basis” than that
of an ordinary mortal, and makes our comrade an “athlete in associative thinking.” The Soviet government was satisfied. The
Communist Party newspaper Pravda declared his findings to be
“an important contribution to the materialistic explanation of
mental phenomena in general.”
The theory that a person’s skills can be seen in the architecture of their brain guided Oskar Vogt’s entire research life – as well
as that of his wife Cécile, five years younger than her husband. Oskar Vogt had studied medicine and zoology, among others under
the renowned Ernst Haeckel in Jena. He met his future wife in 1898
while studying abroad in Paris. Then 22 years old, Cécile Mugnier
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was one of the first women in France to study medicine, and had
a thorough education in neuroscience. After marrying, the couple
settled in Berlin and founded the private “Neurological Central
Station” in an apartment building on Magdeburger Straße.
In addition, Oskar Vogt worked as a neurologist and made a
name for himself not least through innovative hypnosis methods.
He conducted hypnosis sessions, for instance, “segregated by gender,” “with several people in one room,” but also outdoors, “on
hammocks in walkways” or “in protected locations in the forest.”
The “thought-lazy, comfortably lulling dozing” was popular with
the wealthy clientele and brought the Vogts a profitable livelihood. Also among his patients were industrial magnate Friedrich
Alfred Krupp and his wife. A friendship developed between the
doctor and the industrial couple that would prove to be very beneficial for the Vogts’ career.
Initially, the support from the Krupp family ensured that the
“Neurological Central Station” became attached to Berlin’s Friedrich Wilhelm University in 1902 as the “Neurobiological Laboratory.” In early 1914, Oskar Vogt was finally able – again backed by
the Krupp family – to set up a Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Brain
Research. He himself was appointed Director. The institute initially remained on Magdeburger Straße until, in the late 1920s,
thanks to the generous support of the Rockefeller Foundation, a
new institute building could be constructed. It was built near the
municipal psychiatric hospital (formerly the III insane asylum) in
Berlin-Buch.
The inauguration ceremony took place on June 2, 1931, but the
international press was allowed to visit the institute in advance.
An extensive article appeared in the Vossische Zeitung on December 20, 1930. The author, Arthur Koestler, appears to be simultaneously repulsed and fascinated. Professor Vogt “gave a speech
with photographs that were not for the faint-hearted,” he writes.
And: “Our intellect in paraffin really isn’t a pretty sight. On the one
hand, it upsets the stomach, and on the other hand, it stimulates
philosophical meanderings …”

FLASHBACK_Brain
RÜCKBLENDE_Lockstoffe
Research

Successful team: Oskar and Cécile Vogt at their brain-cutting machine
circa 1905. Through their research, they helped improve science’s
understanding of the brain – and in the process, made the mistake of
wanting to contribute to “cultivating the intellectual man.”

Koestler is impressed by the serial production of brain sections:
“As many as 35,000 sections are produced from a single brain!”
These are “sections with a fantastically thin cross-section.” One
would need about a year “to come to terms with one brain,” and
the procedure devoured “6,000 Deutschmarks per brain.” After
their examination, the finished sections were housed in a “fireproof tower,” in a “card catalog of dead thoughts.”
The brain research institute, at the time the world’s largest,
has “a veritable labyrinth of diverse laboratories, workshops and
special departments for processing special tasks,” including “a reproduction department with all the paraphernalia for microphotography, cinematography, and even its own print shop.” There
are labs that, for various experiments, are soundproof, shockproof
or shielded against electromagnetic waves. The institute also includes a small research clinic.
The Vogts headed the “Architectural Brain Research” department. Unlike Sigmund Freud, they considered mental illness to be
a disease, not of the spirit, but primarily of the mind. The aim of
their studies was thus to discover the morphological substrate of
these illnesses. To this end, they collected brains together with
clinical data on the deceased and drew comparisons. They were

Photo: C. & O. Vogt Archive, Institute of Brain Research, University of Düsseldorf
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Vossische Zeitung of December 20, 1930

The impression this incredible presentation of the dissected
intellect left on its visitors was almost overpowering.
Planck himself formulated this impression […]: after all,
the last significance of science consists in its application to life;
and if the investigation of the human brain seems so particularly
meaningful to us – this is due, in the end, to the fact that we
ourselves each have a brain …«
particularly interested in “extreme types”: their plan was to amass
an extensive collection of elite and criminal brains in order to track
down the center of genius or criminal activity.
Today, we know that the brain structure reveals nothing about
talent, character traits or the propensity for criminality – just as
little as a person’s intellect can be determined from the size or architecture of their brain. Other findings from the researcher couple, in contrast, such as their contributions to charting the cerebral cortex in humans and mammals, are still valid today.
Contrary to hopes, however, the Vogts’ work at the institute
in Berlin didn’t last long. The National Socialists marked out Oskar Vogt for his connections with the Soviet Union, as well as the
liberal and international atmosphere at the institute, and unceremoniously forced him into retirement. In 1937, he and his wife left
Berlin and built – again with the aid of the Krupp family – a new
research establishment in Neustadt in the Black Forest, where

they continued their work into old age. During the war, they also
offered shelter there to those under persecution.
Oskar and Cécile Vogt worked closely together for sixty years.
In public, however, it was primarily Oskar Vogt who was honored,
while his wife’s achievements were often overlooked. More than
a quarter of a century after her death in 1962, Cécile’s likeness finally appeared on a 140-Pfennig Deutsche Bundespost stamp.
After Oskar Vogt’s departure, neuropathologist Hugo Spatz
succeeded him at the institute in Berlin. There, he and his colleague Julius Hallervorden also examined the brains of victims of
the mass murder of the psychologically ill and mentally disabled,
the so-called “euthanasia” program. When it came to getting “material” for research into epilepsy and “congenital feeble-mindedness,” the researchers had no qualms about using the brains of victims of the NS “euthanasia” program, including many children.
The brain specimens in the “Hallervorden collection” made
their way, in 1962, into the new Max Planck Institute for Brain Research in Frankfurt am Main. There, they sat in storage, among
millions of others, for another two decades. It wasn’t until the
1980s that historian and journalist Götz Aly uncovered their true
origin through a meticulous comparison of section numbers in
Frankfurt and patient files in Brandenburg-Görden. On May 25,
1990, all of the brain sections from the period between 1933 and
1945 were buried in Munich’s Waldfriedhof cemetery.
The nearly ninety-year-old sections of Lenin’s brain can still be
found in the Moscow Brain Research Institute, neatly labeled and
separated from the outside world by several security doors. The
brain of nuclear physicist, dissident and Nobel Peace Prize laureate Andrei Dmitrievich Sakharov is also stored there in thin sections – the brains of the Soviet Union’s founder and the dissident
side by side. And still, brain research won’t discover which of the
two had the greater intellect.
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Science Meets Politics and Business

The World Economic Forum takes place in Davos every year. The high-caliber participants of the
five-day event take a close look at a range of global challenges.

With its premiere in the renowned
Swiss health resort, the MPS gained direct access to decision-makers from the
global political and business arenas.
The dialogue focused on how we can
create a more sustainable and fairer
world. The discussion format itself presented a challenge, as it forced the
speakers to present their theories with
particular conciseness.
When the top international economics experts, politicians, intellectuals and journalists convene at the
World Economic Forum in Davos,
around 2,500 participants discuss global challenges for five days. One of the
event’s formats is the IdeasLab – a special forum that has long been utilized
by research institutions such as MIT
and the University of Cambridge, and
now made use of for the first time by
the Max Planck Society. Under the
heading “Human-centered Economics,” the speakers highlighted the fact
that, although humans are responsible
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for the overexploitation of Earth’s resources, they also have characteristics
in their nature that can be harnessed
politically to slow down the depletion
of resources and protect the planet
worldwide.
The contributions from the MPS,
presented by Tania Singer, Director at
the MPI for Human Cognitive and Brain
Sciences, Manfred Milinski, Director at
the MPI for Evolutionary Biology, and
Lael Schooler from the MPI for Human
Development, covered interdisciplinary
insights from a variety of research areas.
The group of speakers also included
economist Dennis Snower, professor at
Kiel University and director of the Kiel
Institute for the World Economy.
20 SECONDS PER SLIDE
All of the speakers were faced with a
tough job, as the hosts of the World
Economic Forum have defined strict
procedural rules for the IdeasLabs:

based on the PechaKucha presentation
style, the slides compiled by the speaker are projected for only 20 seconds
each – so the slides don’t follow the
speaker’s word flow, but rather, the
speaker must keep pace with the slides.
A presentation comprising exactly 15
slides equals a total speaking time of
five minutes. “Adapting the lecture to
this principle involved a huge amount
of preparation,” says Manfred Milinski.
This made the presentation itself a real
challenge, according to Milinski, because the “machine is simply merciless,
the slides just keep running.”
In the end, however, Milinski managed to get his message across. Moreover, he describes the subsequent discussion in small groups, which is also
part of the format, as a real bonus. For
this, the audience, which is limited to
50 people for the IdeasLabs, is divided
into four groups. The group participants discuss questions presented by
the speaker for 30 minutes – an appointed minute-taker records the results of the group discussion and presents them to the plenum. “The room
was full of bright minds and we had a
very intensive dialogue,” says Milinski.
Furthermore, he also believes that some
of the ideas presented by the scientists
were readily received by the business
leaders. “From this perspective, it was a
great success,” says Milinski. In the future, however, he would like ten minutes of speaking time and would prefer
to control the slides himself.
Despite the challenges it presents
for the speakers, Max Planck President
Peter Gruss, who opened the IdeasLab,
feels that the format offers added value. The extent of the MPS’s participation in the coming year will be decided
on the basis of the experiences gathered
by all the participants. The organizers
have already announced that the
PechaKucha procedure will be repeated. From their point of view, it has
proven to be advantageous, as it forces
people to get to the point.
Videos of the IdeasLab contributions:
www.mpg.de/lab

Photo: World Economic Forum/swiss-image.ch / Photo Nicola Pitaro

The MPS stages its first discussion forum at the World Economic Forum in Davos
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Our Graduate Students Tell Us How It Is
The results of the survey conducted among Ph.D. students and alumni are now available
In 2013, the Max Planck Society conducted an online survey among
its Ph.D. students and alumni to gain better insight into the needs
of doctoral candidates.
By no means all graduate students who study at the Max Planck
institutes continue their professional careers at research facilities
and universities. Many also move on to companies or associations,
choosing a career path outside of science. Where do doctoral candidates and freshly minted Ph.D. graduates see their professional future? What are their reasons for switching to another professional
field? What support would doctoral candidates like to have when preparing for their next career step? And what kinds of professions have
Max Planck alumni moved into after receiving their doctorates?
These were the key questions the survey covered.

ONLY ONE IN TWO GRADUATES TO REMAIN IN RESEARCH
“I congratulate Max Planck for undertaking this survey; hopefully the
information that we give you will help you better shape this great Society. Personally, I would like to thank you for the Ph.D. fellowship you
gave me. Thanks to you, I am now quite advanced in my career,” wrote
one of the respondents, thus confirming that this survey had touched
a nerve. The Max Planck Society was supported by the HIS-Institute for
Research on Higher Education (HIS-HF) in conducting the review. Even
if this survey is not representative, it still provides some interesting
points of reference that should be brought into the discussion about
how junior scientists are supported in the Max Planck Society. More
than 1,000 people took part in the survey; two-thirds of them were
alumni, and one-third Ph.D. students. Two-thirds of respondents came
from Germany, and one-third from outside the country. While the gender ratio among the Ph.D. students was balanced, 62 percent of the
alumni who took part in the survey were men.
At the beginning of a Ph.D. program, slightly more than half of
alumni (55 percent) and graduate students (56 percent) are aiming for
a career in science. However, these figures fall as they continue with
their Ph.D.: in response to the question of where they see themselves
in five years, only 49 percent of biologists (previously 64 percent), 48
percent of chemists and physicists (previously 55 percent) and 47 percent of engineering scientists (previously 56 percent) replied that they
see themselves as scientists at a university or research facility. However, 63 percent of graduate students in the humanities state that they
want to remain in science (previously 46 percent). Therefore, while the
trend to remain in science decreases somewhat in all subjects over the
course of a Ph.D. program, it increases among humanities scholars.
So not even one in two graduate students in the Max Planck Society are aiming for a career in science. When asked about their reasons for leaving the sector, 77 percent of respondents cite the poor
job prospects in academia, 58 percent believe that industry offers
better earning opportunities, and 33 percent state that they received
too little support during their doctoral studies. The gender-specific
variation in the responses was particularly interesting: while 75 percent of women mention the difficulties in achieving a work-life balance as an important reason, 54 percent of men cite the same reason. And 56 percent of women but only 38 percent of men harbor
doubts about their ability to be a scientist.

When asked about the obstacles they face when changing to another professional field, 45 percent of Ph.D. students and 39 percent of
alumni state that they have, or had, no idea whatsoever about their
career options. Almost one in three complained about their lack of
key skills. It’s not surprising, therefore, that many respondents would
like to be offered services that would help them prepare for their future career, such as information about career options outside academia, project management training or mentoring, even while they
are still completing their Ph.D. One of the alumni writes: “I had a
great time – and received great support – while completing my Ph.D.
Looking at it now and comparing Germans to people outside of our
country, I see that other countries/universities and institutes outside of Germany focus much more on promoting students’ personal
direction. […] A coaching type of approach, where mentors/coaches help students find their strengths, goals, values, etc., could be very
valuable to students […].”
The responses to open-ended questions in the survey also underscore the need for “(alumni) networks” and “industry contacts”: “I
think such surveys are particularly important. In my case, I’m not satisfied with my current position because networks – not qualifications
– are most important for academics like me who want to get good
university and non-university jobs in this part of the world. Unfortunately, the Max Planck Society doesn’t offer opportunities to join networks that could lead to placements outside one’s own country.” Max
Planck could definitely provide these networks. Even so, 25 percent
of the alumni who took part in the survey are employed in industry –
in both research and non-research roles.

Which aspects contribute toward not seeking
permanent employment in science long-term?
Women

Men

Poor career prospects in the sciences
79
75

Better salary prospects outside of science
55
60

Greater job security outside of science
74
73

Difficulty in achieving work-life balance
75
54

Greater mobility requirements in science
48
37

Higher workload in science
35
24

Doubts about suitability for an academic career
56
38

Lack of support during scientific training
36
31

These questions were answered only by persons who wished to
remain in science at the start of their doctoral studies, but decided
to withdraw, or are planning to do so.
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Open Access for the Community
The President awards the first ever Communitas Prize for outstanding commitment in the service
of the Max Planck Society
It’s only been a few weeks, and memories of the international
conference to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the Berlin
Declaration on Open Access to the Sciences and the Humanities are still fresh. In February, four pioneers of the Open Access principle were honored with the Communitas Prize at the
very place where additional objectives to establish the free publication of scientific knowledge on the Internet were set out.
The outstanding commitment shown by Max Planck Directors Jürgen Renn, Robert Schlögl and Bernard Schutz, as well
as by Georg Botz, Open Access Coordinator at the Max Planck
Society, “ensured that the Max Planck Society became actively involved with Open Access at an early stage. They promoted the idea of free access to scientific knowledge throughout
the world and did pioneering work to make publications available electronically,” said Max Planck Society President Peter
Gruss at the award ceremony, which took place during the
meeting of the Scientific Council in the Leibniz Room of the
Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities.
In his speech, Gruss recalled how it all began in 2003, when
the three prize-winning scientists managed to bring together
key players in the worlds of science, politics, libraries and publishing for an international conference, which culminated in
the Berlin Declaration. It’s partly testament to their great personal commitment that more than 470 institutions now support the Declaration. The follow-up conferences to the Berlin
Declaration have been a crucial forum for promoting Open Access, and it would have been hard to imagine these taking place

President Peter Gruss (second from right) together with the prize winners:
Jürgen Renn, Bernard Schutz and Georg Botz (from left). Robert Schlögl
was unable to attend the award ceremony.

without the efforts of Georg Botz. Gruss mentioned other
achievements, including the initiative shown by Jürgen Renn
and Robert Schlögl in setting up the Heinz Nixdorf Center for
Information Management (ZIM), the precursor to the Max
Planck Digital Library. With the Living Reviews, Bernard Schutz
“set a benchmark for high-quality Open Access publications.”
Thanks to the efforts of the prize winners, the Max Planck Society is now known the world over for its close links with Open
Access as a research policy objective.

The newly elected representatives of the
around 5,000 Max Planck doctoral students
discussed their plans for 2014 at the beginning of the year in Munich with representatives from Administrative Headquarters.
The PhDnet Executive Committee, headed

by spokesperson Andreea Scacioc from the
MPI for Biophysical Chemistry, also presented new findings on the health insurance situation of Max Planck junior scientists. A
representative survey conducted among
1,500 participants during the Christmas
holidays showed that “28 percent of doctoral students and post-docs take out lowpriced private health insurance policies. We
must therefore find a way to enable all grant
holders to choose affordable insurance that
provides coverage in line with that of statutory insurance by means of a group insurance policy,” explains Andreea Scacioc. Potential solutions were directly discussed in
Friederike Wrobel, Prateek Mahalwar, Andreea
Scacioc and Jan Niklas Grieb (from left) discuss
the results of their survey during a coffee break
at Administrative Headquarters.
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Munich with, among others, Anke Soemer,
head of support for the Scientific Research
Unit. The PhDnet team also included Prateek Mahalwar (MPI for Developmental Biology), Friederike Wrobel (MPI for Solid
State Research) and Jan Niklas Grieb (MPI
for Extraterrestrial Physics).
The further plans of the doctoral students’ representatives this year also include
stronger endorsement for Open Access. To
this end, PhDnet will once again take part
in the organization of the largest Open Access conference for junior scientists in 2014.
Emphasis will also be placed on gender
equality. PhDnet therefore took part in an
online question-and-answer session on
maxNet with equal opportunities experts
from the MPS, including Ulla Weber, the
central equal opportunities commissioner.

Photos: Dalija Budimlic / MPS (bottom); Stefanie Mahler / MPS (top)

PhDnet Sets its Course for 2014
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